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(final estimates)

Cmax = MAX(max-cros$.casel ,max.cross-case2);

Cmin = MlN(min-cross.casel ,min.cross-case2);

The total maximum and minimum estimates of coupling capacitance between two

nets is obtained by adding over all the channels the corresponding contributions from hor

izontal, vertical and crossing segments.

4.12 Appendix: Shielding Decision

It is easy to see that there can be a nonzero value of minimum crossover capacitance

decided by pin positions of the nets (for example, when pins of a net are present both on top

and bottom edges of a channel, and another net has to go right through the channel from the

left to the right edge). For a given placement and global routing, the minimum crossover

capacitance for the channel routing algorithm used in ART (which is interfaced to the

parasitic constraint generator PARCAR) can be estimated as described in Appendix 4.11.

It was mentioned earlier (Section 4.6.4) that the minimum values of parasitics should form a

feasible solution for a successful generation of bounding constraints. If that is not the case,

some of the crossovers have to be shielded, to reduce the minimum possible capacitances.

Shielding can be done when a third layer of interconnection is available (like POLY in

addition to MET1 and MET2), which need not be used frequently for routing (since it is

a high-resistivity material), but can be used for running short stretches of interconnects if

necessary. In that case, the interconnect in one of the layers can be shifted to the third

layer for a short length, and use a grounded plate in the intermediate layer to shield the

crossover (for more detailed description of crossover shielding, refer to [16]). Shielding

should be done only when it is not possible to meet performance constraints without it,

since shielding requires additional ground wires to be brought to the shielding site, and

hence increases the area occupied by the chip. Also, it increases the capacitive loading of

neighboring lines.

Shielding decisions are made before constraint generation. To cause minimum

possible shielding, for each performance function for which equation (4.50) or (4.51) is not

satisfied by the minimum capacitances, the capacitances are sorted in decreasing magnitudes
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of performance sensitivities, and eliminated successively (marked as shielded) till equations

(4.50) and (4.51) are satisfied. Once a feasible solution is assured, the bounding constraints

can be generated. The shielding decisions can be passed to the router along with the

parasitic constraints. However, the router is free to go for additional shielding if necessary.

During routing, it is also possible to run shielding wires between two parallel adjacent lines.
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Chapter 5

Constraint-driven layout design

In the previous chapter, the problem of generating parasitic constraints from the

performance constraints was addressed. In the performance-constrained approach, after this

parasitic constraint generation, constraint-driven layout design hasto be performed in which

the layout tools are driven by the parasitic constraints. This phase contains constraint-

driven placement and routing. The parasitics are actually determined during routing. The

placement however imposes limits on the constraints which can be met during routing. For

example the manhattan distances between pins impose lower bounds on the net resistances

and capacitances. Hence, during placement the goal should be to make sure that routing

is not overconstrained. In this chapter, the primary emphasis is on the problem of channel

routing (the chosen form of channel routing is gridless) driven by parasitic constraints. The
author has worked with other colleagues on constraint-driven area routing and placement.

Hence only overviews of these contributions will be presented in this chapter with pointers

to additional references.

Section 5.1 lists the notations used in this chapter. Section 5.2 contains an overview

of gridless channel routing. Sections 5.3 and 5.4 respectively describe the algorithms for
imposing bounding and matching constraints associated with the parasitics on channel
routing. Section 5.5 describes the constraint-driven channel router ART. Section 5.6 results

of constraint-driven channel routing for some test examples. Sections 5.7 and 5.8 contain

overviews of constraint-driven area routing and placement. Section 5.9 summarizes this

chapter.
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5.1 Notations

A,A: matched pair of nets

2?,B: matched pair of nets

Cbound(hJ)- bound on capacitance between nets n,- and nj

Cci2capacitance of each crossover due to the horizontal segment of n\ and a vertical seg

ment of 722

CC2i :capacitance of each crossover due to the horizontal segment of 712 and a vertical seg

ment of «i

Ccrosau' crossover capacitance between n\ and 712 when the horizontal segment of n\ is

above that of 712

Ccross2i- crossover capacitance between n\ and 712 when the horizontal segment of 712 is
above that of n\

Ccroso-max- estimate of maximum crossover capacitance between n\ and 722

Ccross-min'' estimate of minimum crossover capacitance between Tii and 712

ChJbotmd- bound on capacitance between horizontal segments of n\ and 712

Ch(d): per-unit-length capacitance between adjacent horizontal segments at separation d

Ch-max' estimate of maximum capacitance between horizontal segments of n\ and 712
C(i,j): capacitance between nets n,- and rtj
Cmax' estimate of maximum capacitance between n\ and 712

Cmin> estimate of minimum capacitance between n\ and 712

CP : set of critical pairs of nets

Cv(d): per-unit-length capacitance between adjacent vertical segments at separation d
Cvjnax' estimate of maximum capacitance between vertical segments of ni and 712
dr. minimum center-line to center-line distance at which net B can be placed below merged
net (A,A)

d/ou,(ni,7i2): estimate of lower bound on the minimum separation between horizontal seg
ments of ni and 712

dmin- minimum edge-to-edge separation between two nets to satisfy design rules

d3: minimum center-line tocenter-line distance at which net B can be placed above merged
net (A^A)

d3ep: minimum separation between horizontal segments necessary to meet the capacitance
bound ChJbound
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dvf. minimum via-to-line separation (center-line to center-line) to satisfy design rules

dyy-. minimum via-to-via separation (center-line to center-line) to satisfy design rules

ID: influence distance (beyond which coupling is ignored)

/ucs(7ii,712): length of the «c«(ni,n2)

LDP(Top, Bottom): length of longest directed path from the source node to the sink node

in the VC graph

LDP(n\,ri2): length of longest directed path from node 721 to node 722 in the VC graph

n : net

na : shield net

Nt>(ni), Nbfa): number bottom pins of 721 and 722 respectively in the common horizontal

span of 7ii and 712

JVc(7ii,7i2): set of nets whose horizontal segments are constrained to lie between those of

7ii and 712

Nt(ni),Nt(ri2): number top pins of n\ and 712 respectively in the common horizontal span

of Tii and 7i2

N3(711,712): set of all shield nets whose horizontal spans intersect the common horizontal

span of 7ti and 722

Nsc(721,722): set of shield nets whose horizontal segments are constrained to lie between

those of ni and 722

p : pin

pa : pin of a shield net

Pua: set of pin pairsof 721 and 722 whose corresponding vertical segments are within influence

distance and not shielded

seg : horizontal segment

seg, : horizontal segment of a shield net

span(n): interval representing the horizontal span of a net 72

Svc(ni,n2): set of VC graphs obtained by considering all feasible directions of the undi

rected edges between any two nodes representing nets in Nc(niin2)

ucs(n1,722): unshielded common span of 721 and 722

VC graph: Vertical-constraint graph

wa,w-t> widths of nets A, A respectively

xiAi XIB, 2-7, : x coordinates of leftmost pins of nets A, B and A respectively
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ZrAi XrB, *r~T? • x coordinates of rightmost pins of nets A, B and A respectively

5.2 Overview of Gridless Channel Routing

As mentioned earlier, while using channel routing for complete layouts, the prob

lem is broken into smaller problems of routing individual channels. A channel is usually a

rectangular space. The routing assignment is usually divided into two subtasks (a) global
routing and (b) detailed routing. During global routing, the rough paths of the nets (which
span more than one channel) are determined by specifying the nets which have to cross

the left and right edges of the channels. The exact positions of the nets in the channels

are determined during detailed routing. In this section, an overview of detailed routing is
presented. The rest of the paper addresses how parasitic constraints can be accounted for
in the routing algorithm.

|»»mm»m»»R»»»»»mm»m D*1
p> •ftftfifftfiiififftflj H»fiiffilflffiffiiff!l«IHfi(ffffffff(Hl»fifffffH»fiiffifflffiffiiff!l«IHfi(ffffffff(HUfl»fnH«ffff(ffff(f(f:

VC graph

Top

Bottom

Figure 5.1: A channel and its VC graph

In gridless channel routing, the positions of pins and nets are not restricted to lie
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on any grid. Hence, it is easy to handle variable-width nets and irregular top and bottom

edges, features which are particularly useful for analog circuits.

For detailed routing in the channel, fixed pins are specified on the top and bottom

edges of the channel and floating pins arespecified on the left and right edges. If a floating

pin is specified on an edge it implies that the net associated with that pin crosses that

edge, but the actual position of the crossing will be determined during routing. In the

gridless approach as described in [95], the channel-routing problem is represented by a

vertical-constraintgraph, which contains a node foreach horizontal segment ofa net(subnet).

Horizontal and vertical segments are usually assigned to different layers. For simplicity,

throughout this paper it is assumed that one horizontal segment is used to route each net,

and one vertical segment connects the horizontal segment to each pin of the net (it may be

necessary to remove this restriction to break cycles in the VC graph, and to reduce channel

height1). Geometric constraints between horizontal segments of the nets in the channel are

represented as edges in the VC graph. There is an undirected edge between two nodes if the

associated segments have a common effective horizontal span (the effective horizontal span

is the actual horizontal span with half of minimum net-to-net separation added to both

sides), which represents the requirement that one segment has to be placed above or below

the other segment at least at minimum allowed separation (e.g. nets A and C in Fig. 5.1),

otherwise there will be a design rule violation since all the horizontal segments are in the

same layer. There is a directed edge from a node of any net n\ to that of another net 722 if

the horizontal segment of 721 has to be placed above that of 722 at least at minimum allowed

spacing. This is necessary when a pin of ni on top edge and a pin of 722 on bottom edge

have common effective horizontal span, since otherwise there will be a design rule violation

associated with the vertical segments connected to the pins. (e.g. nets A and B in Fig.

5.1).

The weight of an edge is the minimum distance between center lines of two adja

cent horizontal segments allowed by design rules. The top and bottom edges of the channel

correspond to the source and the sink nodes of the graph. There is a directed edge from

the source node to the node associated with each net, and a directed edge from the node

associated with each net to the sink node (since all the horizontal segments have to be

placed below the top edge and above the bottom edge at least at the minimum allowed

'This can be achieved either by inserting horizontal jogs [94] or using a maze router as a post-processing
step[82].
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separation). The channel-routing problem is then formulated as directing the undirected

edges to minimize the longest directed path in the graph from the source to the sink node.

This physically means determining the relative positions of the horizontal segments of the

nets to minimize the channel height. Once the relative positions of the segments are known

the actual positions are determined based on minimum allowed net-to-net separations (rep

resented by the weights of edges). The longest directed path from the source node to the

sink node in the VC graph hence determines the channel height.

Since this problem is NP-complete, a heuristic algorithm is used to minimize the

channel height as described in detail in [95]. A more general formulation can be developed

for the problem when the top and bottom edges are irregular[95].

If the x-axis is assumed to be parallel to the top/bottom edges of the channel,

then the local density at any x-position in the channel is the sum of the effective widths

(actual width + minimum allowed net-to-net spacing) of all the horizontal segments passing

through that position. The channel density is the maximum local density along the channel

and gives a lower bound for the height of the channel. This lower bound is known before

the routing is performed.

In Fig. 5.1, there is a directed edge from A to B because of the respective pin

positions. There are two undirected edges (A,C) and (C,D). During channel routing, these

two undirected edges have to be directed from A to C, and from D to C respectively to

minimize the channel height.

Now the imposition of bounding and matching constraints associated with para

sitics will be described.

5.3 Imposing the Bounding Constraints on Channel Rout

ing

The parasitics which are controlled during routing are line resistances, line-to-

ground capacitances and line-to-line capacitances (inductances can be important only at

very high frequencies like microwaves). It is to be noted that the line resistances and

line-to-ground capacitances of nets cannot be controlled to a significant extent during the

detailed routing phase, once the widths and layers for horizontal and vertical segments of

the nets are fixed. They can be bounded during placement and global routing. For analog
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circuits, it is also true that the coupling capacitances are more important than the capac

itances to ground. The routing capacitances to ground only add to the already existing

device capacitances (usually larger in magnitude as devices tend to be big). However, even

smallcoupling between certain pairs ofnets can be quite detrimental for circuit performance

as described in the introductory chapter. For example, in switched-capacitor circuits, un

wanted capacitive coupling between interconnects can destroy ratio accuracy of precision

capacitors. In layouts containingboth digital and analog blocks, noisesignal fed from digital

to analog lines can impair the precision of analog circuits in a serious way, besides limiting

their dynamic range.

If one of the two layers available for channel routing is a a high-resistivity/capacity

layer (such as POLY), and there is a requirement that a specific net has to be routed in

only the low-resistivity/capacity layer, then it is possible to satisfy that constraint, if that

net does not cross any other net as noted in [28]. This can be achieved by imposing the

crossover constraint between that net and all other nets, using the methodology described

in Section 5.3.2. Hence, the constraints on capacitance to ground and resistance are not

explicitly mentioned any more in this section, although they are considered in Section 5.4

while dealing with matching constraints. This section presents routing algorithms driven

by a set of bounds on coupling capacitances between specific pairs of nets.

5.3.1 Problem Formulation

Given a set of critical pairs of nets CP = {(n{,nj)}, (critical pairs are pairs

of nets between whom coupling constraints are present) and a set of associated bounds

{Cbound(hJ)}i the problem is to perform channel routing, such that the capacitance C(i,j)

between nets rc,* and rij, satisfies

C(i,j)<=Cbound(i,j) VfanfieCP (5.1)

The bounds on the critical capacitances can be automatically obtained from the

performance constraints using the constraint generator PARCAR as described earlier, or

can be specified by the user.

Capacitive coupling is taken into account when two segments cross, or when two

parallel segments run adjacent to each other. The specified constraints on coupling capac-
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itances will then manifest themselves in the form of crossover constraints and adjacency

constraints. The parasitic constraints are imposed by mapping the crossover and adjacency

constraints into constraints in the VC graph . This is achieved by directing some undirected

edges, adding some directed edges or increasing the weights of some edges in the VC graph

as depicted in Fig. 5.2.

Coupling
Constraints

Constraints
in VC graph

crossover adjacency direct add increase
edges directed edge

Q—^—0 edges weights
0400—o

w

vertical horizontal

Figure 5.2: The constraint-mapping problem

Sometimes, the pin positions may be such that it is not feasible to meet a specified

parasitic constraint, and as a result, one has an overconstrained condition. On the other

hand, in some cases, there can be several different choices available while deciding on which

constraint to impose on the VC-graph. In the later case, the constraint which causes

minimum increase in the length of longest directed path (from source to the sink node) in

the VC-graph is chosen. This is referred to as mapping in an optimal way and is a heuristic

approach for causing minimum increase in channel height because of the constraints (the

exact minimization problem is NP complete even without any coupling constraint).

5.3.2 The Mapping Algorithms to Eliminate Critical Couplings

Now, the mapping algorithms are presented for the special case, when the bounds
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on a set of critical capacitances are "0". Several important issues can be identified easily

if this special case is considered first. The algorithms can be easily generalized to the case

when nonzero bounds are specified as discussed in Section 5.3.3.

For this special case, when the bound is zero, the crossover constraint is said to

be satisfied, if no two segments of the two nets cross. The adjacency constraint is said to be

satisfied, when each pair of parallel lines of the two nets (a) run at a distance larger than

a certain specified influence distance ID (separation condition ) OR (b) is shielded by a

shield line running between the two lines (shield condition ).

Any model for capacitance between two parallel lines can only be accurate up to

a certain maximum separation between two lines. Hence, coupling is ignored beyond a

certain influence distance ID, whose value will depend on the model being used. A model

generator CAPMOD has been developed, which obtains capacitance models for various

common configurations in a given process, by performing numerical simulations and fitting

analytical expressions based on a partial knowledge of flux components associted with the

configurations. Refer to Chapter 6 for a detailed description of the model generator.

The lines which can be used for the purpose of shielding should be specified, and are

typically the power/ground lines. Hence, the coupling constraint on the capacitance between

a critical pair of nets is satisfied when both the crossover and the adjacency constraints are

satisfied.

In the discussion which follows, all distances are measured with respect to center

lines of interconnects. Hence, for clarity, nonzero variable widths of lines have not been

shown in the figures. Also the top and bottom edges of lines have been shown to be straight

lines, although the actual algorithms can handle irregular edges. Sinceeach net is associated

with a distinct node in the VC graph, the term net itself will be used for the corresponding

node in the VC graph. Moreover, some parts of Appendix 4.11 of previous chapter (dealing

with minimum and maximum estimates of capacitances) may appear to be repeated here.

But, the minimum and maximum estimates addressed in this chapter are made during

routing, as opposed to a-priori estimates presented in Appendix 4.11.

Crossover Constraints

First, conditions are derived under which the crossover between two nets (say ni
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and 722) can be avoided. When the two nets do not have common horizontal span, the

crossover capacitance will be zero irrespective of where the horizontal segments of the two

nets are placed. When they have common span, there are two possible cases, (a) the

horizontal segment of ni is above that of 722 and (b) the horizontal segment of 722 is above

that of 72i. The expressions for crossover capacitance are now derived for these two cases.

As illustrated in Fig. 5.3, in case (a) each top pin (^2) of 722 andeach bottom pin (pi) of 721

lying within the common horizontal span of the two nets, will contribute a crossover, and

vice versa for case (b) (note that one vertical segment is used at each pin position).

Pi

p.
u^ ru.

n,

l_
n,

n- PZ
^ P.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.3: Dependence of crossover capacitance on pin positions

Let the number of top(bottom) pins of nets 72i(n2) in the common horizontal span
of the two nets be respectively denoted by Nt(ni), Nb(m), Nt(n2) and AT6(722). Let Ccl2(
CC2i ) be the capacitance contribution of each crossover due to the horizontal segment of
721(t22) and a vertical segment of722(^1). If CcroasU and Ccr0a92i are respectively the total
crossover capacitances in cases (a) and (b) then

CASE(a):

CcroaaU = Nt(n2) *Cci2 + Nb(m) *Cc2i (5.2)

CASE(b):

Ccroas2i = Nt(nx) *Cc2x + Nb(n2) *Cci2 (5.3)

From (5.2) it is obvious that crossover can be avoided by forcing the horizontal
segment of ?2i to lie above that of n2, if and only if (i) Nt(n2) = 0, and (ii) Nb(nx) = 0
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and (iii) it is feasible to have a directed edge from n\ to 722 in the VC graph without

forming a cycle. Condition (iii) will be satisfied when there is no directed path existing

from 722 to »i in the VC graph. The conditions for avoiding the crossover by forcing the

horizontal segment of 722 above 721 are obtained by interchanging 721 and 722 in the above

three conditions. Hence, the necessary and sufficient condition for avoiding the crossover

between two nets with common horizontal span follows.

Lemma 5.1 Let each net be implemented by one horizontal segment and a vertical segment

for each of its pins. Then the crossover between two nets 721 and n2 can be avoided iff (A)

Nt(n2) = Nb(ni) = 0, and there is no directed path from n2 to 721 in the VC graph; OR (B)

Nt(n\) = Nb(n2) = 0, and there is no directed path from n\ to n2 in the VC graph.

' If the above condition for avoidingthe crossoveris not satisfied, then each unavoid

able crossover between the two specific nets has to be shielded. This is possible when three

layers of interconnects are available[16]. For example, when the horizontal and vertical seg

ments in the channel are routed in MET1 and MET2, then the interconnect in MET1 can

be shifted for a short length to POLY in the vicinity of the crossover, and a grounded MET1

plate used to shield the crossover. A maze router has to be used in the post processing stage

to make the necessary ground connection to the shield plates. The algorithm for mapping

the crossover constraints into VC graph now follows. Conditions (A) and (B) in Lemma

5.1, are referred to as condA and condB respectively. LDP(Top, Bottom) denotes the

length of longest directed path from the source node to the sink node in the VC graph.

Algorithm 1 (Mapping of Crossover Constraints)

if ((condA is false) AND (condB is false)) then

crossover needs to be shielded;

else if ((condA is true) AND (condB is false)) then

direct 711 to 722 in the VC graph (if already not directed);

else if ((condB is true) AND (condA is false)) then

direct 722 to ni in the VC graph (if already not directed);

else

direct to minimize LDP(Top, Bottom);
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In the above discussion, it was assumed that there is one horizontal segment for

each net and one vertical segment for each pin. However,it may be useful to have a necessary

condition on the pin positions to avoid crossover between two nets when such restrictions

are removed. Appendix 5.10.

Lemma 5.2/1 necessary condition for avoiding the crossover between two nets ni and 722

(irrespective of how they are routed inside the channel) is (A) Nt(n2) = Nb(ni) = 0, OR

(B) Nt(m) = Nb(n2) = 0.

Proof: Appendix 5.10.

As expected, the necessary condition is less strong than that of the restrictive case

assumed in Lemma 5.1. If the necessary condition of Lemma 5.2 is not satisfied, then there

is no way the crossover between the nets can be avoided, and hence, it has to be shielded

during post processing. However, if that condition is satisfied, i.e. if Nt(n2) = Nb(ni) =
0, OR Nt(n\) = ^(722) = 0, but due to one or more vertical constraints, the conditions

of Lemma 5.1 are not satisfied, then one may direct the necessary edge to avoid crossover,

even if that forms a cycle and break the cycle afterwards using a maze router as is done in
[82].

It is to be noted that, the necessary condition for avoiding the crossover between

two nets is the same as that for routing the twonets in the samelayer. There has been some

work in developing algorithms for checking the positions of fixed pins in a layout to make

sure that the routing can be achieved ona single layer. Such algorithms have been described

in [105] which also includes other related references. However, it is not possible to directly
apply such algorithms to the case one is interested here, since the channel has floating pins
on the left and right edges. Moreover, the result of Lemma 2 gives a compact condition

which can beused conveniently during pin assignment and global routing ofanalog circuits
to satisfy (if possible) these conditions.

Adjacency Constraints between Vertical Segments

Each fixed pin on the channel edge is associated with a vertical segment. Hence,

two vertical segments can run parallel to each otherwithin the influence distance ID, when

the corresponding pins are within the same distance. In that case, if the segments have
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common span, then since the separation between the segments is fixed by the pin positions,

one needs to satisfy only the shield condition . There are two possible cases regarding the

relative positions of the two pins within distance ID: (a) pins on the same edge of the

channel (b) pins on opposite edges of the channel. In each case, conditions to satisfy the

adjacency constraint will now be identified.

n«
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Figure 5.4: Shielding achieved using one vertical segment for CASE 1

CASE 1: When the two pins are on the same edge of the channel, the associated

vertical segments are going to run parallel to each other for some finite distance. Hence,

to shield the coupling between the two lines, a vertical segment of a shield net has to be

inserted between the two segments (if there is space), and if possible the height of it should

be made larger than that of the segment associated with either pin as shown in Fig. 5.4

(a). If there is already a pin p3 of a shield net na placed between the two pins, then this

constraint can be imposed by directing an edge from na to ni or na to 722 if feasible without

forming a cycle. Even if there is no such pin pa, an imaginary pin pa can be created. In

that case, if the vertical segment of the shield segment is not allowed to touch the channel

edge because of the presence of some other object, a minimum gap can be created as shown

in Fig. 5.4 (b). The term intermediate will be used to refer to a pin(on either edge) lying

between the x coordinates of p\ and p2.

Condition condlA is said to be satisfied if there is a directed edge between a shield

net (having a real/imaginary intermediate pin) and eithern\ or 722. If it is not possible to
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shield the coupling using one vertical segment, one can try two vertical segments (of two

shield nets as shown in Fig. 5.5 (a), or of one shield net as shown in Fig. 5.5 (b)), whose

combined span shields the common span of the nets n\ and 722. Condition condlB is said to

be satisfied if there is a directed edge from a shield net having a real/imaginary intermediate

pin on the bottom edge, to another shield net having a real/imaginary intermediate pin on

the top edge. Condition condlC is said to be satisfied if a shield net has real/imaginary

intermediate pins both on the bottom and top edges. Note that satisfaction of condlC does

not depend on the direction of any edge.

There is no need to look for more than two vertical segments for shielding, since

otherwise two of them have to have the associated intermediate pins on the same edge and

as a result, the vertical span of one contained in another. This will mean that one of the

segments is redundant.

Ps2
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Figure 5.5: Shielding achieved using two vertical segments for CASE 1

CASE 2: When the two pins p\ and P2 are on different edges of the channel, then

it may be possible to prevent them from having a common vertical span, by forcing the

horizontal segment of net with the top pin to lie above that of the net with the bottom pin

(as shown in Fig. 5.6(a)). If the two nets do not have common horizontal span (hence no

edge between the nets in the VC graph), then this requires adding a directed edge to the

VC graph. Condition cond2A is said to be satisfied if there is a directed edge from the net

containing the top pin to the net containing the bottom pin in the VC graph. When the two
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vertical segments have common span, then it may be possible to shield the coupling using

one or two vertical segments of one or two shield nets just as in the case when pins are

on the same edge. In a manner similar to condlA , condlB and condlC respectively,

conditions cond2B , cond2C and cond2D can be defined (illustrated in Fig. 5.6(b),

5.6(c) and 5.6(d)).

For each of the above two cases, the algorithm first checks if at least one of the

conditions of shielding is satisfied due to the constraints already present in the VC graph.

If not, then an edge is directed to satisfy one of the conditions (if possible without forming

a cycle). If a choice exists, the operation causing minimum increase in LDP(top, bottom)

is performed.

Algorithm 2 (Mapping of Adjacency Constraints Between Vertical Segments)

for each pin pair (p\,P2), such that P\tn\,p2tn2 and \x(p\) —x(p2)\ <= ID, begin

if p\ and P2 are on the same channel edge begin

if (condlA is TRUE) OR (condlB is TRUE) OR (condlc is TRUE)

the pair (p\,Pt) is already shielded;

else direct an edge without forming a cycle in the VC graph to satisfy condlA or

condlB if possible;

(if not possible constraint can not be met)

(if more than on choice minimize LDP(Top, Bottom))

end

else if (cond2A is TRUE) OR (cond2B is TRUE) OR (cond2c is TRUE) OR

(cond2D is true)

the pair (pi,P2) is already shielded;

else direct an edge (or add a directed edge) without forming a cycle in the VC graph

to satisfy cond2A or cond2B or cond2C if possible;

(if not possible constraint can not be met)

(if more than on choice minimize LDP(Top,Bottom))

end

end
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Figure 5.6: Illustration of conditions in CASE 2

Adjacency Constraints Between Horizontal Segments

If two nets ni and 722 have common horizontal span, then their respective horizontal

segments will run parallel to each other. Hence, if they have critical coupling constraint, as

mentioned earlier, the two horizontal segments (say seg\ and seg2) have to satisfy the shield

condition OR the separation condition . The separation condition can be easily satisfied

by setting the weight of the edge between the nodes (representing the two nets) in the VC

graph to a large value (say ID). The weight of the edge represents the minimum separation
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between the horizontal segments. However, this can give rise to waste in area if segments of

other nets do not run between seg\ and seg2. Hence, first try to satisfy the shield condition

by constraining the positions of one or more available shield nets between seg\ and seg2,

and only if that is not possible, the edge weight is set to ID.

n.

n„ ' r

n

n

lsl vU i, n*2
> / *

n2 |

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.7: Constraining the horizontal segments of shield nets

The horizontal segment sega of a shield net na can be used for shielding (fully or

partially) the coupling between the horizontal segments segi and seg2 if the horizontal span

of sega intersects the common horizontal span of seg\ and seg2. Let the set of all shield nets

satisfying the above condition be denoted by Na(ni,n2). Then the goal will be to constrain

the positions of one or more of the nets belonging to #,(721,722) so that the union of the

horizontal spans of these constrained nets includes the common horizontal span of seg\ and

seg2. The horizontal segment of a net na is constrained to lie between those of 721 and 722 if

there is a pair of directed edges one of them originating from 721 ( or 722) and terminating on

na, and the other originating from na and terminating on 722(or 7ii) as shown in Fig. 5.7(a).

At any stage in the constraint mapping process, the set of all such constrained shield nets

is denoted by Nac(ni,n2).
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If span(n) denotes the interval representing the horizontal span of a net 72, then

the unshielded common span of the pair (721,722) denoted by ucs(n\,n2) is defined as

?ics(72i,722) = [3pan(721)p|5^072(722)] - (J span(ns) (5.4)
n*«JV«(ni,Ti2)

The unshielded common span may be a collection of disconnected intervals. The

length of the wc$(721,712), denoted by /ucs(ni,722) is the sum of the lengths of each of the

individual intervals in ucs(n\,n2).

During the process of mapping the coupling constraints into VC graph, when there

are more than one shield net to choose from, the shield net whose horizontal span has the

maximum intersection with the 7^3(721,722) is chosen. If after constraining the position of

that shield net, /ucs(72i,722) is not zero, the process is repeated. If no more shield net is

available at any stageand lucs(ni, 722) is still not zero, then the weight of the edge (721,722) in

the VC-graph is set to ID. At any stagein the mapping process, a goodlower bound for the

separation between the horizontal segments of 721 and 722 should also be computed taking

into account the constraints already present in the VC graph. If the estimated minimum

separation exceeds ID, then even if the shield condition is not satisfied, the coupling can

be assumed to be eliminated. The length of the longest directed path in the VC graph from

ni to 722 (LDP(n\,n2)) will always give a lower bound on the separation between the two

associated horizontal segments. However, it can be a very loose lower bound. For example,

consider the case in Fig. 5.7(b). When net 72*1 is constrained to lie between ni and 722,

then the length of the longest directed path between 721 and 722 becomes twice the minimum

net-to-net separation (dm{n). When net 72,2 is constrained, it remains the same. However,

since na\ and 72,2 have common horizontalspan, irrespective of how 72si and na2 are placed

with respect to each other, the minimum separation between 721 and 722 is 3rfmtn. Hence, it

is quite evident that a significantly better lower bound on the minimum separation can be

obtained by considering all possible relative placements of the nets which are constrained

to lie between the nets 721 and 722.

Let the set of nets (not necessarily shield nets) which are constrained to lie be

tween 721 and 722 be denoted by #0(721,722). Let 5wc(72i,722) be the set of VC graphs obtained

by considering all feasible directions(which do not lead to cycles) of the undirected edges

existing between any two nodes representing nets in Nc(n\,n2). Then a lower bound on

the minimum separation diow(ni,n2) between horizontal segmentsof nets ni and 722 is com

puted as
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diow(n\,n2) = MIN{LDP(ni,n2)inVCgraph; VC graph eSvc(n\,n2)} (5.5)

Algorithm 3 (Mapping of Adjacency Constraints Between Horizontal Segments)

while (/wc3(ni,722) > 0 AND (diOV)(n\,n2) < ID)) begin

choose 72a€#5(721,722) having maximum common span with 1205(721,722);

if (lengthenUC5(ni>n2)) > 0) begin

if feasible without forming cycle, constrain ns by directing two edges,

one from 721 (or 722) to n9, and the other from 722 (or 721) to 72,;

(if more than one choice minimize LDP(Top, Bottom))

if ns is constrained

add 7i5 to N3C(ni,n2) and also Nc(ni,n2);

end

else

set weight of edge(72i,7i2) to ID; quit.

end

After the crossover and adjacency constraints are imposed on the vertical-constraint

graph, there may still be some undirected edges in the graph which have to be directed.

This can be achieved by using a gridless channel routing algorithm as described in [95] which

directs the undirected arcs to find a nearly optimal placement of the horizontal segments to

minimize channel height. Since the algorithm is similar to that presented in [95], it is not

described here. The minimization of channel height is thus subjected to the set of parasitic

constraints embedded in the VC graph.

5.3.3 Meeting Nonzero Bounds on Coupling Capacitances

We shall now describe how the algorithms presented in Section 5.3.2 can be ex

tended to handle nonzero bounds on a set of critical coupling capacitances. Let Cbound

denote the maximum allowed capacitance between two specific nets 721 and 722* While map

ping the bounding constraint on the capacitances to constraints in the VC graph, it becomes

necessary to dynamically estimate a maximum and a minimum value for the capacitance

between the two nets taking into account the constraints already present in the VC graph
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at any stage of routing. This is because if the maximum estimated capacitance is below the

bound, no more effort is required for meeting the constraint associated with that particular

pair of nets. If however, the boundis less than the minimum estimate, then shielding has to

be done during post processing (may be necessary for unavoidable crossovers as explained
earlier).

The crossover capacitance is determined by the relative positions of the horizontal

segments of the two nets. From (5.2) and (5.3), the maximum and minimum estimates for

the crossover capacitance denoted by Ccroaa-max and Ccroaa-min are given by

Ccroaa-max = MAX(Ccroaa-l2i CcroaaJ2l) (5.6)

Ccroaa-min = MIN(CcroaaJl2iCcToaaJ2l) (5.7)

Let the per-unit-length capacitance between twoadjacent parallel segments of nets

72i and 722 separated by a distance d in the layer corresponding to the vertical and horizontal

segments be denoted by Cv(d) and Ch(d) respectively. As mentioned earlier, the models are

obtained for a given process from a model generator. Let the set of pin pairs (p\,P2), such
that pi€72i, p2 €n2, and \x(pi)-x(pz)\ < ID,and whose corresponding vertical segments are
not already shielded (refer to the conditions presented in Algorithm 2) be denoted by Pua.
The vertical segments associated with each such pair can run at the most a distance equal
to the channel height. Although the channel height is not exactly known during routing,
the channel density can be taken as a good estimate, because good channel routers can
achieve a channel height very close to the channel density. Hence, the maximum coupling
between the vertical segments of the nets is estimated as

Cyjnax = JZ (channeldensity) *Cv(\x(pi)-x(p2)\) (5.8)

The minimum estimate is taken as zero. The maximum estimate of the capacitance between

two horizontal segments of the nets is obtained by considering the length of the unshielded
common span (obtained from (5.4)) and a separation equal to its lower-bound estimate
(obtained from (5.5)).

Ch-max = lucs(ni,n2)* Ch(diow(ni,n2)) (5.9)

The minimum estimate is again taken as zero. Hence the maximum and minimum esti

mates of the total capacitance between the nets are Cmax = Ca-oaa^nax +Chjnax +Cvjnax;
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Cmin = Ccroaajnin' If Cbound < Cmin, then it means that the minimum crossover capac

itance itself exceeds the bound, and the unavoidable crossovers should be shielded in the

post processing stage (we assume technology permits it). Cm,n can then be set to zero.

Hence, the following cases are considered.

(CASE 1) Cbound > Cmax ' In this case the constraint is already met. No additional effort

is required for the pair (721,722)-

(CASE 2) Ccroaa-min < Cbound < Ccroaa-max *• This implies that one of the two possible

orderings of the horizontal segments of the two nets will violate the constraint. If the other

ordering does not form a cycle, then the edge (721,722) in VC graph is directed accordingly

and Ccroaa is set to Ccroaa-min- If not, the other direction is set and the resulting crossovers

have to be shielded during post processing (Ccroaa is set to zero).

(CASE 3) Ccroaa-max < Cbound < Cmax >This implies there is a possibility of meeting the

constraint for both possible orderings of the horizontal segments of the two -nets. If both

directions of the edge (721,722) in the VC graph are feasible without forming a cycle, then the

direction causing minimum increase in the LDP(Top, Bottom) should be chosen. Ccroaa is

set to either Ccroaa-min or Ccroaa-max accordingly. The procedure followed for directing the

edges in the above two cases will be referred to as process.crossovers() .

Once the crossover capacitance is known, the pin pairs of the two nets can then

be processed as stated in Algorithm 2 (the procedure referred to as process_pin_pair()

in this section), and after processing each pin pair, the maximum estimate for capacitance

can be updated (using the information about the crossover capacitance and the pin pairs

already shielded). The maximum estimate can be compared with the bound to check if the

constraint is already met. After processing all the pin pairs, if the constraint is still not

met, a bound ChJbound on the capacitance between horizontal segments is calculated.

In Algorithm 3, the goal was to shield completely the common horizontal span

by constraining one or more shield nets, and if that was not possible, to set the minimum

separation between the segments to ID. Now the goal will be to satisfy Ch^max < Chj>0\md

by constraining one or more shield nets and if that is not possible, the weight of the edge

(721,722) should be set to daep, where daep is the minimum separation meeting the bound,

and can be obtained from the following relation.

Ch(daep) * lucs(nu n2) = ChJbound (5.10)
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This modified version of Algorithm 3 is referred to as process_horizontal_-

segments(). After all the parasitic constraints are imposed on the VC graph, there can

still be some undirected edges. As mentioned earlier, they are directed in a manner similar

to that described in [95], and this procedure is referred to as direct_remaining_edges().

The overall algorithm for meeting the bounds on coupling capacitances now follows.

Algorithm 4 (Routing Driven by Nonzero Bounds on Coupling Capacitances)

for each net pair (721,722) * CP begin

while (Cmax(n\,n2) > Cbound(ni,n2)) begin

process_crossovers() ;

Update Cmax(ni,n2);

for each pin pair (pi,p2), such that pi€ni,p2€n2, and \x(pi) - x(p2)\ <= ID begin
process_pin_pair()

Update Cmax(ni,n2);

end ;

Compute Chj>ound ;

process_horizontaLsegments( );

end

end

direct_remaining_edges( );

5.4 Imposing the Matching Constraints on Channel Rout

ing

The need for matching constraints is discussed in Section 4.5. This section deals

with how to impose the matching constraints on channel routing.

5.4.1 Defining Symmetrical Channels

As was mentioned earlier, a layout can be routed completely using channel routing,
if the placement of components forms a slicing structure. Suppose a slicing structure is
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Figure 5.8: A symmetrical slicing structure and the associated channels

considered, which has a mirror symmetry around an axis as shown in Fig. 5.8. When

the corresponding channels are defined, a channel can belong to one of the following three

categories: (a) the axis of symmetry does not pass through the channel (as for channels 3

and 4 in Fig. 5.8). Such channels occur in symmetrical pairs. If pin assignment and global

routing are also symmetrical, only one channel needs to be routed, and the other can be

obtained by flipping, (b) the axis of symmetry passes through the channel perpendicular to

the top/bottom edges (as for channel 1 in Fig. 5.8). Such channels are said to have lateral

symmetry .

(c) the axis of symmetry passes through the channel parallel to the top/bottom edges (as

for channel 2 in Fig. 5.8). Such channels are said to have longitudinal symmetry . Some

layouts can have symmetry requirements only in particular portions. In that case the

following discussion applies to only the symmetrical portions of the layout.
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5.4.2 Routing a Channel with Lateral Symmetry

In this paper only channels with lateral symmetry are considered. However, some

of the issues addressed here apply to longitudinal symmetry as well. We also assume that

the pin assignment and global routing have mirror symmetry with respect to the nets to be

matched, which is usually a valid assumption for differential circuits.

The Problem

Two nets in any matchedpair can haveeither (a) nonintersecting horizontal spans

or (b) intersecting horizontal spans. First, let the case be considered, when the nets in

each matched pair have nonintersecting horizontal spans as shown in Fig. 5.9 (a). (A,~A)
and (B,B) are the two matched pairs in this example and the respective pin positions have

mirror symmetry as shown. Hence, if the positions of horizontal segments of the two nets

in each pair are forced to be same, then the resistances and capacitances of the nets as

well as the direct and cross coupling capacitances with respect to other nets (as discussed

in Section 4.5) are matched. This constraint can be easily imposed on the channel routing
algorithm, byconsidering the netsin each pairas a single net witha discontinuous horizontal

span. However, there can be nets like C in the channel which do not have any matching

requirement with respect to any other net. If the pin placement of such a net is symmetric

around the axis, it is obvious that the coupling between that net and the nets in each

matched pair will automatically be matched. However, if the pin assignment of such a net

is not symmetric, then a strong coupling constraint has to be imposed between that net

and the matched nets to eliminate any coupling and the associated asymmetry. Hence, it is

recommended that pin assignment of such nets be made symmetric if it is not too difficult

to do so.

Now let the case be considered, when the nets in at least one of the matched pairs

have intersecting horizontal spans as shown in Fig. 5.9 (b) for the pair A and X Since

each net in that pair has to cross the axis, it is easy to see in this case that neither net

in the pair can be obtained by mirror imaging the other net, since otherwise one gets a
short circuit at the axis. If one horizontal segment is used foreachnet, then line resistances

and and line-to-ground capacitances can be reasonably matched by forcing the horizontal
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Figure 5.9: (a) Nonoverlapping and (b) Overlapping matched pairs

segments of the two nets to lie next to each other. However, there can be gross mismatch

in coupling capacitances between the pair of nets and other nets as shown. Moreover, this

may also induce asymmetry into positions of other matched pairs (such as (B,B) as shown),

if minimum area is to be achieved.

Achieving Almost-Perfect Mirror Symmetry

As observed, perfect-mirror symmetry cannot be achieved for matched pairs having

intersecting horizontal spans since each net has to cross the axis of symmetry. Now, a

technique is presented which achieves mirror symmetry with respect to the matched pairs

in all regions except a thin strip around the axis (whose thickness will be defined shortly)

as shown in Fig. 5.10. Leaving aside that thin strip, on each side of the axis, two horizontal

segments are used for the two nets which are forced to remain next to each other, and their

positions interchanged on the other side of the axis. The pairs of segments on the two sides
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can be connected by a connector which has the shape of "I" in the the top view as shown,

and hence will be called an "I-connector". As shown in the enlarged view of the connector,

the connection of one of the nets is realized in the same layer and that of the other net in

another layer using two vias. The horizontal extension of the connector on each side of the

axis and the vertical extension are determined by the via-to-line separation denoted by dvi

(measured from center-line to center-line) as shown in Fig. 5.10.
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Figure 5.10: Almost-perfect mirror symmetry using I-connectors

In the configuration represented in Fig. 5.10, the resistances and capacitances of

the two nets will have a small mismatch because of the vias in one of the nets. If this

mismatch is very critical, two more dummy vias can be introduced in the other net as

shownin Fig. 5.11. As shownin the enlarged view of this more complicated connector, the

resistances and capacitances of the two nets arematched, because for eachnet, the connector

introduces the same length of interconnect and the same number of corners in each layer,

besides using the same number of vias. The horizontal extension of the connector on each

side of the axis is determined by dv\ (via-to-line separation) and the vertical extension
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Figure 5.11: Almost-perfect mirror symmetry using I-connectors

As is evident from Fig. 5.10 and Fig. 5.11, since the matched pairs of nets have

almost-perfect mirror symmetry, it would result in good matching of direct-coupling and

cross-coupling capacitances between the matched pair {A,A) and the other matched pairs.

If a net such as C (which does not belong to any matched pair) has symmetric pin positions,

then the matching will again be good, otherwise the net C has to be kept away by imposing

a tight coupling constraint.

We shall now describe how matching illustrated in Fig. 5.10 can be realized in

channel routing (more complicated matching depicted in Fig. 5.11 can be handled in a

similar way). The pair of nets in each matched pair is considered as a single net (called

a merged net) with a nonuniform width as shown in Fig. 5.12 (a), where wa = w-j is

the width of each net and <fmtn is the minimum edge-to-edge separation between the nets.

After the routing is completed the two nets can be separated from the merged net. Let the
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Figure 5.12: Nonuniform width of the special net

matched nets A and A be merged as shown in Fig. 5.12 (a). Let xia and xta denote the

x coordinates of leftmost and rightmost pins of net A respectively, and let x -r and x -r
IA rA

denote equivalent quantities for net A. Symmetry of pin positions implies that if x\a and

xiA are sPecifie<*> xrA and x^ are determined. Hence as far as relative positions of these
coordinates are concerned, there are two possible cases: (a) xia < ^ T> (b) xia > X~J- F°r
each of these cases one can have two possible situations regarding the relative positions of

nets A and A, i.e. A can be either above or below ~A on the left side of axis. Only the

subcase is considered, in which Ais above ~A on the left side ofthe axis and xia < x-j, as
shown in Fig. 5.12 (a). The other three subcases are similar.

Due to the nonuniformity in the width of themerged net, there is a need for defining

direction-dependent weight (weight whose value depends on the direction of the edge) for

edges in the VC graph of the channel. This need arises since it maybe possible to place the

horizontal segment of another net say B closer to the center line of the horizontal segment

of the merged net on one side than on the other as shown in Fig 5.12 (b). Assignment of

these weights is now discussed. Ifnet B intersects the thin portions ofthe merged net (with
width wa), and not the thick middle portion, then it can be placed at a minimum distance
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of da above, or a minimum distance of d\ below the center line of the merged net, where

da = 0.5 *(dmin + WB) (5.11)

di = 0.5 * (dmin + wB) + wA + dmin (5.12)

If net B intersects the thick middle portion of the merged net, then it has to be

placed at a minimum distance of di above or below the merged net. Let xib and xtb denote

respectively the x coordinates of leftmost and rightmost pins of net B. Let w(B, AA) denote

the weight of the edge (B, AA) in VC graph when directed from B to AA where AA denotes

the merged net in the VC graph. Similarly w(AA, B) is the weight of the same edge when

directed from A~A to B. The algorithm for assigning the direction-dependent weights now

follows.

Algorithm 5 (Assignment of direction-dependent weights)

if ((xiB,xrB) intersects (x-t,xta)) then

d(B,AA) = d(AA,B) = dl;

else if ((xiBtXrB) intersects (xm»*/t)) ^^ ((xib^tb) intersects (xrA,x -j)) then

d(B,AA) = da;

d(AA,B) = dc

Since it is assumed that the horizontal and vertical segments are in different layers

during channel routing, implementation of the above matching algorithm is relatively simple

(and which is implemented in ART) when three layers are available for interconnection, say

MET1, MET2 and POLY. Then, horizontal segments can be routed in MET1, vertical

segments in MET2, and the I-connectors implemented in POLY and MET1. This ensures

that the I-connectors do not obstruct vertical segments in MET2 layers. Also, since the

I-connectors span a small area, the extent of POLY runs will be small. However, if only

two layers are available for routing, and there are pins within the thin strip of asymmetry

around the axis, then the I-connectors will obstruct the vertical segments associated with

those pins. In that case, the routing of those vertical segments can be completed by a maze

router and this feature will be implemented in future work.
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5.5 ART

This section presents the analog router ART which can be used for constraint-

driven channel routing of analog and mixed analog/digital circuits. ART has about 17000

lines of C Code. It is built on the top ofa gridless channel router ROADRUNNER (devel

oped by Nicolas Weiner of U.C. Berkeley) by implementing the constraint-driven algorithms
described in this chapter.

5.5.1 Program Input

ART takes as input (a) channel information (b) technology information (c) capac

itance bounds and (d) symmetry information. All the input is provided in ASCII format.

The channel information consists of the pin positions and netlist for the unrouted

channel. Since ART is a gridless router pins can be specified anywhere on top or bottom
edges. Irregular top and bottom edges can be specified as long as the contour ofeach edge
can be described as a piecewise constant function (i.e. a collection ofparallel segments).
Different nets can be assigned different widths. Nets which can be used as shield nets are

marked. Layer information is necessary which provided names of the layers to be used

for routing horizontal and vertical segments in the channel respectively. If three layers
are available in the technology for routing, one ofthe layers can be specified for shielding
unavoidable critical crossovers (this layer has to be between those used for horizontal and

vertical segments). Moreover, the name of the layer to be used (along with the layer for
horizontal segments) for short jogs in the I-connectors can also be specified.

The technology information consists of design rules and capacitance coefficients

for the self and coupling capacitances ofinterconnects. The design rules specified are the
minimum widths ofnets, minimum net-to-net separation, contact overhang and contact cut
size. The capacitance coefficients can be obtained automatically from the model generator
CAPMOD described in Chapter 6.

The capacitance bounds are provided for the critical pairs of nets as constraints.

These can be automatically generated form the performance constraints by the parasitic
constraint generator PARCAR described in Chapter 4. One also has the flexibility of
imposing only distance constraints on pairs of nets, in which case the router will try tokeep
two particular nets beyond a specified distance.

The symmetry information is provided for differential circuits by specifying the
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matched pairs of nets which have to be matched, and the associated axis of symmetry.

5.5.2 Program Operation

A flowchart of the operation of ART is shown in Fig. 5.13. The program first

merges the two nets in each matched pair and treats them as one special net. If the two

nets have intersecting horizontal span the special net has nonuniform width as mentioned

before. In the next stage the design rule constraints are used to assign weights to the edges

in the VC graph. Different widths for different nets cause different weigths for different

edges2. Nonuniform widths of the special nets may cause direction-dependent weights as
described in Section 5.4.2. Edges are directed from nodes representing top-edge segments

to the nodes representing nets having common horizontal span with the respective top-edge

segments. Similarly appropriate edges are directed for the bottom segments. Moreover,1 due

to intersection of effective spans of pins on top and bottom edges of different nets, some of

the edges have to be directed in the VC graph to avoid design-rule violation.

After the design-rule constraints are imposed, the coupling constraints are im

posed on the VC graph using the algorithms presented in Section 5.3. First the crossover

constraints are imposed by directing appropriate edges. Overconstraints can* be detected

here if the minimum crossover capacitance exceeds the imposed bound for any critical pair

of nets. If three layers of interconnects are available then the unavoidable crossovers are as

sumed to be shielded (during post processing) to avoid overconstraints. After the crossover

constraints are imposed, the coupling constraints between vertical segments are imposed

by directing appropriate edges or adding directed edges. Overconstraints can again be de

tected if pins of critical pair of nets are so close that they cannot be shielded. After that

the coupling constraints between horizontal segments are imposed, by directing appropriate

edges to constrain shield nets and by increasing some edge weights if necessary to control

separation between horizontal segments. After the coupling constraints are imposed, there

may be some undirected edges left, which are directed to minimize channel height. Once

the relative positions of all the horizontal segments are determined, their absolute positions

are determined from edge weights. This also fixes the dimensions of the vertical segments

connecting the pins to the horizontal segments. The segments associated with the matched

pairs of nets are then separated out. The dimensions and the positions of the segments are

2an edge represents the center-line to center-line separation between two adjacent nets
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Figure 5.13: Program flow of ART

thenstored in OCT data base. Therouted channel can be viewed using visual editor VEM.
Fora more detailed description of how to use ART refer to Appendix B.

5.6 Results of Channel Routing

5.6.1 An Illustrative Example

We now present a simple example for the purpose of illustration of the ideas

described in Section 5.3.2 to eliminate coupling between critical pairs of nets. A channel

with four nets (A, B, C and S) is considered. There is a critical coupling constraint
between nets Aand B, and also between nets Aand C. 5 isa shielding net. Fig. 5.14 shows
the channel routed without any constraints (i.e. with an objective ofonly minimizing the
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channel width). TheVC graph contains an undirected edge between each pair ofnets having
a common horizontal span.

Dilii!liiilil!ililljliilill!§il I
B •iiufiiiS

A

VC graph

Figure 5.14: Channel Routed Without the Constraints

Fig. 5.15 shows the channel routed by imposing the constraints to eliminate cou

pling between A and B and also between A and C. The directed edge (A,B) prevents nets

A and B from crossing. The directed edges (A,S) and (S,B) ensure that the horizontal seg

ment of the shielding net S lies between the horizontal segments of A and B. The directed

edge (A,C) is added to make sure that the adjacent parallel vertical segments of A and C

do not have a common span. In addition, a vertical segment of the shielding net 5 is added

between the adjacent vertical segments of A and B (this added intermediate segment can

be made to touch the channel during post processing if design rules permit, as explained

before).

5.6.2 SC Filter Example

The results for a fifth-order switched-capacitor filter circuit (shown in Fig. 5.16)

are now presented to illustrate the imposition of bounding constraints on channel routing.

The placement was generated by the program AD0RE[16]. A constraint of 0.01 dB on the
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VC graph

Figure 5.15: Channel Routed with the Constraints

out

Figure 5.16: fifth-order low-pass SC filter

ripple of the frequency response was specified (this number was chosen following a procedure
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described in Section 4.8, so that it is small compared to the nominal ripple). Constraints

on the critical capacitances were generated by the constraint generator PARCAR. The

channels were routed by constraint-driven router ART. Three of the 30 constraints which

were imposed could not be met by the router, because of the pin positions of some of

the nets. But since the other constraints were met with some margins, the performance

constraints were met in the first iteration. The bounding constraints and the extracted

values for five of the 30 critical coupling capacitanceshave been shown in Table 1. The first

row in Table 1 states that there is a bounding constraint of 0.0015 fF between nets 18 and

21. 21 is a sensitive net as it switches between ground and the virtual ground node 8. 18 is

a large-swing net as it switches between ground and node 9 which is output of an opamp.

In each of the rows of Table 1, one of the nets can be identified as a sensitive net and the

other a large-swing net.

One of the channels in the layout is shown in Fig. 5.17, routed without and with

the constraints. The noticeable differences resulting form the imposition of the constraints

are (a) the changes in positions of the horizontal segments of some of the nets (b) intro

duction of a shield net. The vertical segments of the shield net are connections to shield

plates used to shield the crossovers which could not be avoided by the channel router. These

connections have been achieved using the constraint-driven maze router ROAD [93]. The

channel height increases by about 50% due to the presence of the constraints. However, for

analog circuits, the chip area is usually dominated by devices, and hence this increase is

not significant. The CPU time required to route is less than 4 sec on a VAX 8650.

netl net2 Abound ^actual

18 21 0.0015fF OfF

12 28 3.3fF 1.3fF

4 15 O.OlfF OfF

27 28 0.5fF O.OlfF

23 28 0.0015fF 0.007fF

Table 1: Five of the critical net pairs, the imposed bounding constraints on their respective

coupling capacitances and the actual extracted capacitances after routing
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Figure 5.17: Comparison of results with and without the constraints for the SC filter

5.6.3 A/D Converter Example

Vref

Figure 5.18: Algorithmic A/D converter

Results for an algorithmic differential A/D converter shown in Fig. 5.18 are pre-
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sented to illustrate the imposition of matching constraints on channel routing. The A/D

converter has two sample/hold stages at the input, followed by a precision gain stage, and

two comparators at the output. One of the channels in the layout has been shown in Fig.

5.19. In this circuit, the nature of the connections and the symmetry of placement result

in two pairs of nonoverlapping matched pairs in the channel. The channel routed with and

without any matching constraints are shown in Fig. 5.19. The lack of mirror symmetry

is evident when no matching constraints are imposed (which may cause gross mismatch

in coupling capacitances as described earlier). Two I-connectors are used when matching

constraints are imposed to achieve almost-perfect mirror symmetry.

Routed without the matching constraints:

^

Routed with the matching constraints:

I innai
I-connector

Figure 5.19: Comparison of results with and without the constraints for the A/D converter

5.7 Constraint-driven Area Routing

X I m
tw

i

This work was performed in collaboration with Mr. Enrico Malavasi of University

of Padova Italy, and hence only an overview of the work is provided here. For a more

detailed description, refer to [93].

A constraint-driven framework involving the area router RoAD[29] and the con

straint generator PARCAR described in Chaptersec:algo has been developed. Area routing

is inherently cost-function driven as described in Section 2.4.2. In this work, a methodology
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was developed in which the cost function of area routing is controlled by the performance

constraints of the circuit. In the area router RoAD, weights can be assigned to parasitics

(line resistances, capacitances and line-to-line capacitances). The performance sensitivi

ties associated with the critical parasitics (detected by PARCAR) are used to control the

weights assigned to the parasitics by the router. Hence, while finding a minimum-cost path

the router attempts to keep the parasitics with higher weights at smaller values compared

to those with lower weights. After the routingis completed, the actualvalues of the critical

parasitics are extracted from the layout, and the associated performance degradation com

puted. In case some of the performance constraints are not met, the extracted parasitics are

compared to the bounds on the parasitics generated by the constraint generator PARCAR.

Those parasitics which exceed their bounds are considered to be responsible for violation

in performance constraints, and the weights on those parasitics are increased proportional

to the contribution they make towards constraint violation and the routing redone with the

new weights. There is no guarantee that this iterative process will always produce a layout

which meets the performance constraints. However, this process always terminates, since in

each iteration through normalization, the weight ofat least one critical parasitic is brought
to the maximum possible value. Hence the maximum number of iterations is the number of

critical parasitics. However, for practical circuits which were tried, the number of iterations

was usually one or two, depending on how tight the constraints were.

5.8 Constraint-driven Placement

This work was carried out in collaboration with Mr. Edoardo Charbon of U.C.

Berkeley and again an overview will be provided here. For a detailed description refer to
[104].

Simulated annealing has been chosen as the placement algorithm as it produces
good-quality layout. Although it is time-consuming, for analog circuits, number of layout

components is usually small. The simulated annealing algorithm in the placer PUPPY[103]
originally targeted towards digital circuits, has been modified to deal with the parasitic
constraints. An additional term in the cost function is used which reflects the violation

in performance constraints. Maximum and minimum estimates of net capacitances are
made for a given placement (based on an estimate of net length and the per-unit-length
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capacitances for maximum- and minimum- capacitance layers). As a result, the minimum

and maximum possible performance degradation due to the net capacitances are made

for each placement based on linearized expression using sensitivities. No cost is added if

the maximum degradation is below the allowed bound. If the allowed bound is between

the maximum and minimum degradations, a contribution proportional to the constraint

violation is added to the cost function. When the minimum possible degradation exceeds

the allowed bound placement is heavily penalized by increasing the cost function at a much

faster rate with constraint violation. Analytical models generated by CAPMOD (described

in Chapter 6) are used to estimate the capacitances.

5.9 Summary

In this chapter, a detailed description of constraint-driven channel routing and an

overview of constraint-driven area routing and placement considering parasitic constraints

were provided. Algorithms for mapping the constraints on a set of critical coupling ca

pacitances into constraints in the Vertical-Constraint graph of a channel was presented.

The approach involves directing undirected edges, adding directed edges and increasing the

weights of the edges in the VC graph, in order to meet crossover constraints between or

thogonal segments and adjacency constraints between parallel segments, while attempting

to cause minimum increase in the channel height due to the constraints. Use is made of

shield nets when necessary. A formal description was provided about the conditions under

which the crossover and the adjacency constraints are satisfied, and were used to construct

the appropriate mapping algorithms. The problem of imposing matching constraints on

the routing parasitics in a channel with lateral symmetry was addressed. It was observed

that perfect matching is not possible for a matched pairof nets with intersecting horizontal

spans. A technique to achieve almost-perfect mirrorsymmetry in the channelwas presented

for such pairs of nets.

5.10 Appendix: Necessary condition for avoiding crossovers

In this appendix, Lemma 5.2 is proved.
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Claim: A necessary condition for avoiding the crossover between two nets n\ and n2 is (a)

iVt(7i2) = 0 and Nb(m) = 0 OR (b) Nt(nx) = 0 and Nb(n2) = 0.

Proof: Suppose the necessary condition is not satisfied, i.e. (a) Nt(n2) ^ 0 or Nb(n\) ^ 0

AND (b) Nt(n\) ^ 0 or ^(712) ^ 0. So, one has one of the following four possible cases.

case 1: Nt(nx) ? 0 AND AT6(m) ^ 0

case 2: JVtfm) ^ 0 AND Nt(n2) £ 0

case 4: Nb(n2) £ 0 AND Nb(m) ? 0

case 3: Nb(n2) ^ 0 AND Nt(n2) 5* 0

It will be shown that in each of the above cases, it is not possible to avoid crossovers,

easel: If this case holds, then in the commonhorizontal span of the two nets, n\ has at least

one pin on the bottom edge and at least one pin on the top edge as shownin Fig. 5.20 (a)

(the pins aredenoted by pnx and p'ni respectively). It is possible to draw a continuous path
from pnx to p'ni through any interconnection connecting the pins of n\ inside the channel

(n\ may have more than two pins in the same channel). This continuous path, since it lies

entirely inside the channel, divides the channel into two halves. Also, as the two pins of

n\ under consideration are within the common horizontal span of the two nets, there is at

least one fixed/floating pin of n2 in each of these halves (let these two pins be denoted by

pn2 and p'n2). Now it is obvious that any path from p„2 to p'n2 through the interconnection
used for the pins of n2 in the channel will intersect the other path drawn from p„, to j/ni.
Hence, the nets n\ and n2 have to cross.

case2: In this case, as shown in Fig. 5.20(b), there is at least one pin of n\ (say pni) and

at least one pin of 712 (say pn2) on the top edge in the common horizontal span of the two

nets. Since each of these pins is in the horizontal span of the other one, there is at least one

fixed/floating pin (j/ni) ofn\ to the left ofp„2 and at least one fixed/floating pin (jfn2) of
n2 to the right of pni (it will be the other way if pni was to the left of p„2). Hence, arguing

now in a fashion similar to that for case 1, it is concluded that the two nets have to cross.

case3: similar to case 1 (with n\ and n2 interchanged).

case4: similar to case 2 (with top and bottom edges interchanged).
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(b)

Figure 5.20: case 1 and case 2
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Analytical Models for

Capacitances
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In the performance-constrained approach proposed in this thesis, fast evaluation

of parasitics is necessary during constraint-driven layout design while trying to meet the

bounds imposed on them. Fast evaluation of parasitics is also necessary for extraction

of parasitics after the layout is designed. Parasitics can be resistances, capacitances or

inductances. Inductances are however not critical for chip-level design excluding very high

frequencies of operation such as microwave frequencies. Resistances of conductors can be

calculated with reasonable approximations using available analytical expressions. However,

as mentioned in Section 2.3.2, theoretical analysis is of limited use to calculate the self

and coupling capacitances associated with interconnects. This chapter proposes a modeling

methodology in which the capacitance models are automatically generated using a model

generator based on numerical simulations and partial knowledge of the flux components

associated with the various configurations of interest.

Section 6.1 provides an overview of the approach. Section 6.2 describes the numer

ical technique used for computing capacitances, and Section 6.3 describes the curve-fitting

technique used to approximate numerical data. Section 6.4 presents the forms chosen for

analytical models for the various configurations. In section 6.5, a prototype model gen

erator CAPMOD is described. Section 6.6 contains the results for some common layout

configurations. Section 6.7 contains the summary of this chapter.
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6.1 The Approach

Two possible practical approaches for fast estimation of capacitance in layout are

(a) analytical models, and (b) table-look-up models, where the analytical or the table-

look-up models are fitted to the data generated by numerical simulations or experimental

measurements. For the table-look-up models, the memory requirements grow very rapidly

with the increase in the number of parameters describing a given configuration, or in the

range of interest for each parameter. Sophisticated interpolation techniques can be used to

reduce the amount of data that needs to be stored. When the capacitance to be modeled is a

smooth function of the layout parameters (true for most common configurations), compact

analytical models can be fitted with the numerical or experimental data. Analytical models

are quite convenient to deal with, and provide useful insight into the model dependence on

various parameters. They are also quite convenient for the layout designers, when layout is

synthesized manually.

Analytical models have been suggested previously for line-to-ground capacitance

of a single line over a ground plane[55]. Capacitance models for a coupled pairof microstrip

lines over a single layer of dielectric have been reported in the microwave literature[51].

Empirical models for capacitances have also been developed recently at TI[52], HP[53] and

possibly other organizations. However, to obtain an analytical model, it is usually necessary

to make certain assumptions about the process (such as the number of dielectric interfaces in

the process and the range of interest for each parameter in the model). Hence, models which

are developed for one type of process may not be applicable to another. Redeveloping the

models manually every time for a different type of process is a tedious and time consuming

task, and relies on human intuition. Hence, it is a good candidate for automation.

The approach proposed in this chapter is characterized by two key features which

are: (a) automation of model generation and (b) design-parameter-based modeling .

(a) Automation of Model Generation : The analytical models are automatically

generated based on data obtained from numerical simulations. However, one of the impor

tant aspects of obtaining an analytical model is choosing a suitable "form" for the analytical

model, as it can result in a compact analytical model. For the various coupled configura

tions, the nature of variation of the capacitances with respect to layout parameters is often

complicated, and hence chosing the suitable "form" is nontrivial. But, if the flux associated
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with a configuration is decomposed into a number of components, often a partial knowledge

of the nature of the variation of each component can be exploited to choose a suitable form.

(b) Design-Parameter-Based Modeling : The set of parameters describing a layout

configuration can be categorized into two groups viz. (i) process parameters and (ii) design

parameters. The process parameters have fixed nominal values for a given technology.

The design parameters on the other hand can be controlled by the layout designer. As

an example, for the configuration consisting of two adjacent parallel lines over a layer of

dielectric, the process parameters will be the dielectric thickness, the dielectric permittivity

and the conductor thickness, and the three design parameters will be the widths of the

two lines, and the separation between the two lines. The choice of parameters describing a

model should be dictated by its primary use. If interconnect models have to be developed

for use by CAD tools in layout design and verification, often repeated evaluation of the

model is desired for a few fixed configurations, but for different values of design parameters.

For example, the coupling capacitance between two adjacent parallel lines may have to be

computed for differing values of line-separation. The widths of lines in a given layout is

often designed to be different from minimum width depending on the currents carried by

different lines. In that case the coupling capacitances have to be computed as a function

of widths of lines also. In such situations, computation involving the process parameters

is a waste of CPU time as they are fixed, and hence it is more appropriate to use models

including functional dependence only on the design parameters. The models have to be

generated for each technology but this is done only once and automatically.

In this chapter, CAPMOD, an analytical-model generator is presented. The model

generator proceeds through three phasesas shown in Fig. 6.1: (a) Configuration Generation:

a set of structures is generated for the configurations of interest (currently single lines, par

allel lines on same layer, parallel lines on different layers and crossing lines) by varyingeach

design parameter in the range of interest, and fixing the process parameters at the values

specified for the technology; (b) Numerical Simulation: for each structure, the capacitance

matrix is computed numerically by solving Laplace's equation using finite-differences; (c)

Configuration-Dependent Model Fitting: suitable forms are chosen for the capacitances in

the configurations of interest based on a partial knowledge of the flux components, and the

analytical models are fitted to the numerically computed capacitances.

In the next section, an overview of finite-difference technique used to compute the

capacitances will be provided.
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Figure 6.1: Automatic generation of analytical models

6.2 Numerical Simulation

Data for fitting the analytical models can be obtained either by experimental

measurements, or through numerical simulations. In the proposed approach, numerical

simulations are used to generate the data, as they are convenient for analyzing- a very

wide range of layout configurations, for different values of geometrical parameters, in a

CAD environment. The accuracy of the numerical methods can be controlled by choosing

the mesh sizes. Moreover, numerical simulations can be used to predict the capacitances

of future technologies which do not exist yet. Numerical simulation can be performed

using finite-difference, finite-element or integral equation techniques [66]. Finite-difference

technique is used in the model generator CAPMOD since this scheme is relatively easy to

implement and the discretization requires a mesh generation procedure that is easier to

automate than in other schemes such as the finite-element method.

Finite-difference method of capacitance computation for two-dimensional case will

be described here. The three dimensional case is similar. Example of a two-dimensional

configuration is shown in Fig. 6.2 containing the cross section of three parallel conductors

shown in black. One would like to compute the per-unit-length capacitance matrix ( i.e.

per-unit-length self and coupling capacitances as described in Section 2.3.2) of such a con

figuration. In order to do that, successively the voltage of each conductor is set to Iv and of

(-» MODEL

GENERATOR
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Figure 6.2: Mesh used for a two-dimensional configuration having three conductors

all the other conductors to Ov. The charge on each conductor is then computed by solving

for the potential distribution in the dielectric region around the conductors.

The potential <f> which is a function of two variables (say x and y as shown in Fig.

6.2) in a 2D configuration satisfies the following equation (can be derived from Maxwell's

equations):

d(€d(f>/dx)/dx-rd(€dcf>/dy)/dy = 0 (6.1)

where c is the dielectric constant of the medium and may be in general a function of x and

y. However, in regions where the dielectric is uniform (i.e e is constant) this equation can

be simplified as follows (Laplace's equation).

d2<j>/dx2 + d2<l>/dy2 = 0 (6.2)

Solution of Laplace's equation using finite-difference(FD) technique will now be briefly

described. At dielectric interfaces € varies at least in one dimension and small modification

has to be made in the solution process as mentioned later in this section. In the finite-

difference method, the entire region in which the solution for the potential is sought is

discretized as rectangular mesh(grid) as shown in Fig. 6.2. The purpose of the grid is to

compute the potentialonly on a set of discrete grid points, and infer the complete solutionby
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interpolation. Although the grid cannot be extended to infinity, it is extended up to certain

walls which are far enough to represent infinity (i.e. moving the walls further will not affect

the charge distribution on the conductors). The walls are maintained at zero potential

as they represent infinity. The electric field is strong near the conductors and weak far

away from the conductors. As a result the potential has large gradient in regions close to

the conductor, compared to regions far away from the conductors, the error involved in

discretization increases for larger separation between neighboring grid points, and for larger

difference in potential between neighboring grid points. Hence, the grid lines should be

closely spaced near the conductors and relatively sparsely spaced in regions far away from

the conductors.
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Figure 6.3: Neighboring points of (i,j) in the mesh

Let the point of intersection of the ith vertical and the jth horizontal grid lines be

denoted by (i,j) as shown in Fig. 6.3. The separation between the ith and the (i + l)th
vertical grid lines is denoted by hi, and the separation between the jth and the (j + l)th
horizontal grid lines is denoted by kj. Let 4{i,j\ denote potential at point (i,j). The

finite-difference approximations to the first derivative d<j>/dx at midpoints of the segment

joining (i,j) and (i + l,j) and the segment joining (i,j) and (i - l,j) are respectively

(<f>[i + l,j] - <f>[i,j])/hi an<l (<f>[hj] - 4{i—hj])/ni-i' The finite-difference approximation to

the second derivative d2<f>/dx2 is computedas the finite-difference approximation involving

the two first derivatives at the two midpoints mentioned above. Since the distance between

the two points where first derivative approximation are made have a separation of 0.5(/it- +
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/i,_i), the approximation to the second derivative is given by:

( W + 1,3]" *M)/fc " WM - * - l,i])/fc-i )/ (0.5* (fc + A.-0 ) (6.3)

Similarly the finite-difference approximation to d2<f>/dy2 is:

( (4>{h3 + 1] - *M)/*i - WM - *[.", j - l])/^-i )/ (0.5 * (*,- + k^) ) (6.4)

Plugging these two approximations for d2<f>/dx2and d2(f>/dy2m Eq. 6.2, and rearranging

terms:

( *[t + W]/fc + 4{i-l,j]/hi-i )/ (hi + hi-t)

+ ( 4>[h3 + l]/*i + 4>[h3 - l]/*;-i )/ (*j + *i-i)

- *',i] (1/Mi-i + l/*A-i) = 0 (6.5)

At dielectric interfaces, approximations can be made in a similar way starting from Eq. 6.1

by approximating € at the interface to be the average of €on the two sides of the interfaces.

Writing Eq. 6.5 for each grid point results in a set of simultaneous equations which can

be solved for the unknown potentials. Note that the potentials on the conductor surfaces

are known for a given numerical simulation (lv on one of the conductors and Qv for all

other conductors). The potentials on the walls and the ground plane are forced to Qv. In

CAPMOD successive overrelaxation is used to solve the system of equations in terms of

the potentials in the dielectric region. In this method, the system of equations is solved

iteratively. An initial value (typically 0) is assumed for all the potentials. Then the value of

each potential <f>[i,j] is updated by adding a residue which is proportional to the difference

between the potential value and its value predicted from the corresponding equation (Eq.

6.5). This process is continued till the potentials converge under the desired error tolerance.

Once the potential values are solved at the grid points, finite-difference approxi

mation is used to compute the electric field (which is the derivative of the electric potential).

The charge density at any point on a conductor is the product of the dielectric constant and

the electric field. Hence, once the charge density is computed at the grid points lying on

the surface of the conductors, the total charge on each conductor can be computed by inte

grating the charge density over the conductor surface. As described in Section 2.3.2, after

the charges are computed the various elements of the capacitance matrix can be computed.
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6.3 Model Fitting

For each configuration of interest, the model generator models each capacitance

of the capacitance matrix as a function of the design parameters pi, i = 1,•••, Np. There

are certain advantages in choosing a polynomial form for the function describing the model.

Polynomials are easy to compute and they allow to tradeoff accuracy and complexity of a

model by choosing the appropriate degree for the polynomial approximation.

The model needs to be valid only in a finite range of values for the parameters. If

the dependence of the model on each parameter is sufficiently smooth (which is true for the

common configurations of interest), a polynomial can always be chosen to fit a finite set of

numerical data within any given error limit. A straightforward fitting may often result in a

polynomial with a very high degree. An understanding of the flux components associated

with a given configuration can be used to choose a suitable form for the polynomial. This

will be illustrated in Section 6.5 for the configurations handled by the model generator.

6.3.1 Choosing a form for the polynomial

Choosing a form of the polynomial involves choosing a suitable transformation of

the parameters and fixing the values of some of the degrees and coefficients in the polynomial.

For example, let the capacitance of a structure depend on two design parameters x\ and

x2. If the functional dependence is smooth, in general the capacitance can be modeled as

a polynomial of degree rt\ in x\ and degree n2 in x2. However, suppose for this example,

it is known that the flux associated with the configuration has two components which are

respectively functions of x\ and x2, and the first component is proportional to x\. The

exact nature of variation for the second component is not known, but it is known that

it has a singularity at x2 = 0, and asymptotically approaches a constant as x2 tends to

infinity. Then, a suitable form for the capacitance is koX\ + k\ + k2/x2 + kz/(x2)2 + ...

+ kn+1/(x2)n.

Here, a transformation of the second variable is done by taking its reciprocal. The

degree n\ of x\ is fixed at 1. The coefficients of all the cross terms between the two variables

are set to zero, i.e. the total flux is decoupled into two components. In the resulting form

of the polynomial, the coefficient of x\, the constant fci, the highest power of l/x2 and the

coefficients of powers of \/x2 are the variables to be determined.
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6.3.2 Computation of coefficients of the polynomial

Let it be assumed that the highest power of each parameter is fixed. Then the

problem is to determine the coefficients of a polynomial with a fixed number of terms. How

these degrees can be increased automatically from the lowest possible values in an iterative

fashion (till the desired accuracy is achieved) will be described later.

A curve-fitting technique described in [54] is followed for obtaining the coefficients.

The procedure is briefly discussed here for completeness. Let the capacitance be denoted

by C, and the transformed design parameters be denoted by p,-, i = 1,••♦, Np. Let Nt be

the number of terms in the chosen form of the polynomial expression for C.

c = I>J*j(Pi>-'->PNp) (6-6)

where tj(p\, •—,pnp) is the jth term in the polynomial (contains product of powers of pt),

and Oj is its coefficient. The goal is to determine the set ofcoefficients {aj} which minimizes

the error defined with respect to the data points. The error criterion used is the maximum

relative error denoted by er_max. This is because, in practice, it is usually desirable to

obtain a model which has some prescribed percentage accuracy.

The set of data points is denoted by D = {D*, k = 1,« ••, JV^}, where each Dk

in turn is a set of values for the transformed design parameters {p,}. The data points are

generated by varying the design parameters in the range of interest as mentioned earlier.

The value of the capacitance obtained from numerical solution at data point Dk is denoted

by v(Dk), and the polynomial expression of the model evaluated at the same data point by

m(Djfe). m(Dk) is a function of {aj} only. Then the problem of minimizing the maximum

relative error can be represented as

minimize eTjnax (6.7)

such that

\m(Dk)-v(Dk)\l\v(Dk)\ < erjnttX (6.8)

Expanding the absolute value of the difference, one has the following formulation

minimize erjmax (6.9)
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such that

m(Dk)-v(Dk)-\v(Dk)\er_max<Q k = l, —,Nd (6.10)

v(Dk)-m(Dk)-\v(Dk)\erjnax<Q k = l,.-.,Nd (6.11)

Since m(Dk) is a linear function of {aj}, this can be considered as a linear pro

gramming problem in {aj} and er_majc. The solution of the problem gives the coefficients

which minimize the error, and the minimum error itself.

6.3.3 Computation of highest powers of parameters

The highest powers of some of the parameters can be treated as variables as men

tioned earlier. For each of these parameters, the degree can be raised from zero upward till

the desired accuracy is obtained. At any point in this process, the degreeof that parameter

can be incremented which causes maximum decrease in error for unit increase in complexity

of the polynomial. The complexity of the polynomial is defined as the sum of the powers

to which various parameters are raised in each term of the polynomial.

6.4 Forms chosen for the configurations

Currently, the model generator considers the following configurations : (a) a single

line, (b) a pair of crossing lines (c) a pair of parallel lines on the same layer, and (d) a pair

of parallel lines on different layers. For the 3D crossover configuration (crossover), total

lumped capacitances are modeled. For the 2D configurations ((a),(c) and (d)), only the per-

unit-length capacitances are modeled, since these capacitances can be used to compute the

lumped capacitances of lines after their lengths are estimated. They can also be used along

with other quantities such as per-unit-length resistances and inductances for simulating

single or coupled transmission lines.

In a coupled configuration, the capacitance to ground of each line is less than that

of an isolated line. A way to model this effect is to define a new per-unit-length capacitance

to ground of each line for the coupled configuration. However, when a line is part of a 3D

coupled configuration such as a crossover, the per-unit-length capacitance of each line varies

in a complicated fashion along its length. To overcome this problem, a lumped correction
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capacitance is modeled for each line in the 3D configuration which has to besubtracted from
the total estimateofits capacitance to ground. Similarly, for each line in a 2D configuration,

a per-unit-length correction capacitance is modeled.

The forms for the capacitances are chosen based on decomposition of flux compo

nents for the various configurations, as described in detail later. Forseveral configurations,

the nature of variation of a flux component with layout parameters may not be known ex

actly, but it may be known that a given component monotonically increases (or decreases)
with a certain layout parameter x for small x, and asymptotically approaches a constant

as x becomes large. In this case, if a polynomial in x is used to model this saturating re

lationship, then a very high-degree polynomial may be required. However, if a polynomial
in (l/x) is used, then a much more compact model can be obtained as the constant in the
polynomial represents theasymptotic value ofthemodel, and the powers of(l/x) model the
variation for small values of x. This works if the flux component actually has a singularity

at x = 0. If that is not so, then a polynomial in l/(x + x0) is used where x0 is a constant

chosen to minimize the error.

The notations used for modeling are:

Co : Capacitance to ground of a single isolated line,

C12 : Coupling Capacitance between linel and line2,

C\c : Correction Capacitance associated with linel,

Cic : Correction Capacitance associated with line2,

Fp : Parallel-Plate Flux,

Ff : Fringe Flux,

V(p) : A polynomial in a variable p.

ko, ki, k2,... are the coefficients in the various analytical forms. These coefficients

are computed by the model generator based on the numerical data using the curve-fitting

technique presented in Section 6.3. It is to be kept in mind that thesame constant (say k2)
can have different values and dimensions in different expressions.

6.4.1 Single-Line Configuration

The design parameter for the single-line configuration shown in Fig. 6.4 is the

width of the line. There may be dielectric interfaces below or above the conductor. The

total flux associated with the conductor has a parallel-plate component Fp and a fringe
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Figure 6.4: Flux components of single-line configuration

component Fj due to excess charge at the edges of both top and bottom plate and on the

side walls. The parallel-plate component is proportional to w. The fringe component is

insensitive to w unless the width of the conductor is very small compared to its distance

from the ground plane, in which case it decreases with w due to the interaction of edge

charges on the top and bottom plates. The fringe component is assumed to be a constant

independent of w, with the understanding that a polynomial in l/(w + w0) can be used to

model the nonlinearity for small widths, where wo is a constant to be determined. With

these assumptions, the capacitance is modeled by the relationship:

Co = ko + ki w

where A?o and k\ are computed from numerical data, and whose values are going to be

different for different layers. The above capacitance is only the per-unit-length capacitance

of a line. For lines of finite length, excess components have to be added at both ends.

6.4.2 Crossover Configuration

For the crossover configuration, shown in Fig. 6.5, the design parameters are the

width w\ of the bottom line (linel) and width w2 of the top line (line2). The coupling

capacitance between two lines is defined as the ratio of mutual flux (the flux originating

from one line and terminating on the other line) and the voltage difference maintained

between the two lines. This flux is decomposed into three components (a) a parallel-plate

component Fp, (b) a fringe component F/i associated with edges of linel, and (c) a fringe

component F/2 associated with edges of line2 as shown in Fig. 6.6. The component Fp is

proportional to the overlap area w\ W2> If the width of the second line were infinity, then

F/i would have been uniformly distributed along the edges of linel. However, due to the
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Figure 6.5: Crossover configuration

Figure 6.6: Components of mutual flux in a crossover

presence of edges of line2, Fj\ is further split into two subcomponents; one is proportional

to the width W2, and the other is a constant representing the excess contribution to Fj\
because of the edges of line2. Similarly Fj2 is broken into a subcomponent proportional to

W\, and a constant. Hence, the coupling capacitance which is proportional to the sum of

the three flux components is modeled in a bilinear form as follows.

C\2 = Ao+ ^i«'i + k2 w2 -H &3 w\ w2
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The first three terms in the above expression are due to fringe effect. Because of the constant

ko, and because k\ and k2 can be different (mainly because the thicknesses of the two lines

may be different), the fringe component is not simply proportional to the perimeter of the

overlap area as often believed.

Now let the correction capacitance of linel(bottom line) due to the presence of

line2(top line) be considered. The correction capacitance of linel is proportional to the

flux of linel intercepted by line2, that is the amount of flux originating from linel, which

would have terminated on the ground plane if line2 were not present. The flux of linel

intercepted by line2 is mostly a part of the flux associated with the top plate of linel, since

line2 is located on the top of linel. The flux originating from top plate of an isolated line

and terminating on the ground plane consists of two fringe components associated with the

two edges. When a second line is present on the top of the line, the intercepted flux can

be modeled as a sum of a constant component and another which is proportional to the

width w2 of the top line (using an argument similar to that of Ff\). Hence, the correction

capacitance of bottom line is modeled as:

C\c = &o + k\ w2

The flux of the top line intercepted by the bottom line has two components (a) a parallej-

plate component proportional to w\ w2 and (b) a fringe component which has a subcompo

nent proportional to the width of bottom line and an excess component (using an argument

similar to that of F/\). Hence, the correction capacitance is assigned the form:

C2c = ko + kiW\ + k2 W\ w2

6.4.3 Parallel Lines on the Same Layer

For the parallel-line configuration shown in Fig. 6.7, there are three design pa

rameters: the line-widths w\, W2, and the line-separation s. The mutual flux between the

twolines has a parallel-plate component Fp and a fringe component Ff. Fp is proportional

to l/«. On the other hand, Ff is a very complicated function of the separation and the

widths of the lines. Obviously, Ff asymptotically goes to zero as separation goes to infinity.

Moreover, Ff goes to infinity as s goes to zero. This can be appreciated by noting that

the coupling capacitance between two zero-thickness strips is solely due to fringe flux and

it goes to infinity as s goes to 0 (foranyfinite line-widths). Hence the dependence of Ff on

s is modeled as a polynomial in 1/s.
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Figure 6.7: Parallel lines on the same layer

Ff also has a relatively weak dependence on widths of the lines. For fixed separa

tion, Ff increases with the width of each line and gradually becomes insensitive to further

increase in line width. This can be attributed to the fact that the charge density induced

on top and bottom plates of each line due to a finite potential on the other line falls (and

asymptotically goes to zero) with increasing distance from the other line. Hence, when the

width of the line is increased, after certain point, further increase in width of the line has

no effect on its total induced charge, (s + w{) is the distance of the edge of linel farther

from line2 from line2. When this distance approaches infinity the influence of the width of

linel on the fringe component Ff vanishes. Hence, influences of widths of linel and line2 on

the fringe component Ff are respectively modeled by adding polynomial in 1/(5 + w\) and

in l/(s + w2) to the polynomial in l/s. Since the parallel-plate component can be absorbed

into the polynomial in l/s, the form for the coupling capacitance is chosen as:

Ci2 = V(l/s) + V(l/(s + wx)) + V(l/(s + w2))

Now the correction capacitances areconsidered. Part of the fringe flux of eachline

is intercepted by the other line. This intercepted flux again goes to 0 as s tends to infinity.

But unlike the mutual flux, it does not approach infinity as s tends to 0 (by definition, the

intercepted flux can not be more than the flux associated with the line in the absence of

the other line). Hence, the dependence of intercepted flux on s is modeled as a polynomial

in 1/(3 + so), so being a constant to be determined. To choose a form for dependence

on widths, one should note that the fringe flux of each line associated with only the edge

facing the other line is significantly affected. Thus, the correction capacitance of linel is

not sensitive to its own width w\, and vice versa for line2. Following a similar argument as
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that for the coupling capacitance, the dependence ofcorrection capacitances C\c and C2C on

line widths are modeled by polynomials in 1/(3 + s0 +102) and l/(s + s0 + w{) respectively.
Hence, the forms for the correction capacitances are:

Cu = V(l/(s + so)) +V(l/(s + s0+ w2))

C2c = V(l/s + s0)+ V(l/(s + 30 + wi))

6.4.4 Parallel Lines on Different Layers

(a)-"= (b)

1 1

(c) ' • (d)-

(e) "=> (f>

Figure 6.8: Parallel lines on different layers

Two parallel lines on different layers can be in one of the six possible topologically

different configurations shown in Fig. 6.8. However, from symmetry considerations, models

for configurations (e) and (f) can be obtained from those of (b) and (a) respectively. Hence,

only configurations (a),(b),(c) and (d) need to be considered. Configuration (a) corresponds

to nonoverlapping parallel lines and configurations (b),(c) and (d) correspond to overlapping

parallel lines.

Nonoverlapping Parallel Lines

In this configuration ((a)) there is no parallel-plate mutual flux between the two

lines and hence coupling capacitance is solely due to fringe flux i*/(Fig. 6.9). However, the

nature of variation of the mutual flux with the design parameters is very similar to that of

parallel lines on the same layer (Section 6.4.3). The only significant difference is that the
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Figure 6.9: Components ofmutual flux for nonoverlapping lines

mutual flux for this configuration is finite at s = 0 instead of having a singularity. Hence,
the forms for the coupling and the correction capacitances are chosen as follows: •

Cn = V(l/(s + so)) +V(l/(s +30 + wi))+V(l/(s + so + w2))

Cu = V(l/(s + s0)) + V(l/(s + s0 + w2))

C2c = V(\/(s + so)) +V(\/(s + s0 + wx))

Overlapping Parallel Lines

\$— eL-^-V-^r- er-$\

ground plane

Figure 6.10: Components ofmutual flux for overlapping lines

In each of the configurations (b), (c) and (d) there is a parallel-plate component
as well as a fringe component ofthe mutual flux. Let the original set ofdesign parameters
{s,wi,w2} be transformed into a set {p,e/,er} where p is the overlap width, and et and er
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are respectively the extensions of the conductors on the left and right of the overlap width.

This is illustrated only for configuration (b) in Fig. 6.10. The parallel-plate component of

flux is proportional to p. The fringe flux has two subcomponents associated with e\ and er

respectively. The one associated with e/ has a finite value for e/ = 0 and increases with e\

until it becomes insensitive to further increase in e\. This can be explained in a manner

similar to that used for explaining the variation of fringe component with respect to line

width for parallel lines on same layer. Hence, using the strategy described before for this

type of variation, it is modeled as a polynomial in (l/(e/ + e/o)). The fringe flux on the

right is similarly modeled as a polynomial in (l/(er + ero)). e/o and ero are the constants

to be determined. Hence, the form of the coupling capacitance is chosen as:

C12 = k0p + V(l/(ei + e,0)) + V(l/(er + erQ))

Now, the correction capacitances for configuration (b) is considered. Due to the presence of

the top line, the fringe flux of the bottom line (mainly that associated with the top plate)

is partly intercepted. For fixed values of p and e/, when er increases from 0, the intercepted

flux increases and gradually approaches a constant just like the mutual flux. However,

for fixed values of p and er, when e/ increases from 0, the intercepted flux decreases and

approaches a constant, because when the top line is beyond a certain distance from the left

edge of the bottom line, the left fringe flux associated with the flrst line is no longer affected

by the top line. For fixed e\ and er, the intercepted flux of bottom line is insensitive to p for

large p, as expected, but decreases to some extent for small p (similar to the dependence on

w\ for crossover). The intercepted flux associated with the top line has just the opposite

kind of variations with e/ and er (increases with e\ and decreases with er), but a parallel-

plate component of flux of the top line (proportional to p) is intercepted by the bottom

line. Hence the forms for the correction capacitances for configuration (b) are chosen as

Cu = V(l/(p + Po)) + V(l/(ei + eio)) + V(l/(er + eTO))

C2c = k0p + ?(!/(«! + e/o)) + V(l/(er + er0))

The same form is chosen for configurations (c) and (d), because the two correction capaci

tances have similar variation with respect to the three variables for configurations (c) and

(d) (although, whether a correction capacitancewill increase or decrease with the variables

e/ and er depends on the configuration).
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6.5 CAPMOD

6.5.1 Program Input

The program takes the values of process parameters for the technology of interest

and the range of interest of the design parameters. The finite-difference numerical simulator

can handle a process with arbitrary levels of interconnects as shown in Fig. 6.11.

rt

rn

n

rz
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rt
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vn
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Figure 6.11: Process parameters of a process with arbitrary levels of interconnects and

dielectric interfaces

The process parameters for the process shown in Fig. 6.11 are (a) n: the number of

layers (b) d\, d2,... dn : thicknesses of the layers, (c) eri, er2 ... crn : relative permittivities

ofthe layers, (d) €rt: relative permittivity ofthe medium which extends up to infinity above

the topmost layer (air for real processes), (e) t\, t2, ... tn: thicknesses of the conductors in

the respective layers.

The model generator however generates analytical models only for n = 3, although

it can be easily extended to handle n larger than 3. Two levels of interconnects are assumed

with the third layer extending up to a certain height beyond the top of the second level of

interconnect. Hence the process parameters fed to the program are di,d2,d3,€Ti,€r2, €r3,ert,ti
and t2.

Besides the process parameters, the program also takes the minimum and the
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maximum values for the design parameters which are the line widths and line separations.

The minimum line widths and minimum separation between adjacent lines on two layers

are decided by the technology. The maximum width on each layer has to be specified

based on the maximum line width which can possibly be used for design. For separation

between parallel lines, the maximum value on each layer should be chosen so that, beyond

this distance, the ratio of the coupling capacitance between two adjacent parallel lines to

the self capacitance of each line is always below a specified threshold, say l%(this ratio has

the physical interpretation of being the ratio of flux coupling per unit voltage difference

between the two lines, to the flux between any line and the ground plane per unit voltage

difference, and hence can be considered to be a measure of coupling intensity). The layout

resolution, i.e. the minimum dimension which all the layout dimensions should be multiples

of, has also to be specified.

6.5.2 Program Operation

CAPMOD is about 7000lines of c-code. The flow diagram of the program is shown

in Fig. 6.12.

First, the program generates a series of structures for (a) single lines (b) parallel

lines (on same layer and on different layers) and (c) crossing lines, by varying the design

parameters in the range of interest with an increment determined by the layout resolution

of the technology. Model generation can be carried out only for selected configurations by

issuing proper options.

For each of the structures generated, the side walls and the top wall (as shown in

Fig. 6.2) are generated automatically to represent infinity. Let hg denote the height of a

conductor from the ground plane. From numerical simulations it has been observed that

if the side walls are at a distance of about 3hg from the side edges of the conductor, and

the top wall at a distance of about Shg from the top edge of the conductor, then a further

movement of the walls does not have any significant effect on the conductor charge. Hence

the walls at these distances are created to represent infinity. In case of several conductors,

the walls are put at these distances from the nearest edge of the nearest conductor.

After the walls are generated, the mesh is created automatically. The mesh gen

eration will be explained only for the two dimensional configurations with the aid of Fig.
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Figure 6.12: Flow diagram of CAPMOD

6.13. The three-dimensional case is similar. The generation of vertical grid lines will now

be explained. The electric field in the x direction increases as one moves towards the ver

tical edge of a conductor and hence the vertical grid lines are most closely spaced near the

vertical edges. To be more precise, if xm is the minimum of all the separations between

two neighboring vertical edges, then the minimum spacing between the grid lines is made

equal to fxm, where 0 < / < 1. The separation between the grid lines is then expanded

by a factor r (r > 1) away from each vertical edge, until a side wall is hit, or the grid line

crosses halfway between two neighboring vertical edges. The smaller the values of / and r,

the less will be the error in computation, but at the expense of CPU time (since more grid

lines will be used). Default values of factors / and r are used in the program, although,

they can be controlled to control the accuracy. The horizontal grid lines are formed in a

similar way with respect to the horizontal edges which include the ground plane.

After the mesh is generated, the voltage of one of the conductors is set to Iv and
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Figure 6.13: Flow diagram of CAPMOD

voltages of all other conductors are set to Ov. Then the potentials of all the grid points

are computed iteratively by solving the discretized version of Laplace's equation and using

successive overrelaxation for the system of equations as described in Section 6.2. The self

capacitance of the conductor whose voltage is set to lv and its coupling capacitance with

respect to each of the other conductors are computed by calculating the charges on the

conductors. 2D or 3D analysis is performed depending on the configuration. The analytical

model of chosen forms (described in Section 6.4 are then fit into the numerical data (as

explained in Section 6.3).

As mentioned earlier the data points are chosen by incrementing the design pa

rameters by the specified value of layout resolution. Larger the set of data points, more

will be the accuracyof estimation, but at the expense of CPU time. Hence, speed-accuracy

tradeoff can be achieved by varying the specified value of layout resolution. However, there

are more sophisticated techniques of automatically choosing data points based on some

statistical error criterion. For a description of these methods refer to [97]-[102].

One limitation of the framework is that the internal numerical simulator being used

in the model generator can currently handle only Manhattan geometries. The conductors
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have rectangular cross section, and the dielectric layers are stratified (interfaces are planes

parallel to each other). This assumption is made due to the limitations of the experimental

finite-difference field simulator currently being used. Sophisticated field-simulation packages

have been reported [58], which are capable of analyzing more complicated configurations.

These simulators can be easily interfaced to the model generator CAPMOD.

6.6 Results

The accuracy of the numerical simulator in the model generator was verified by

comparing the capacitance evaluated by the numerical simulation with Chang's analytical

expression[46] available for a. single line over a ground plane in a uniform dielectric. They

agreed within 5%. More accuracy can be achieved by refining the mesh in the numerical

simulator at the cost of higher CPU time.

Design-parameter-based analytical models for an example silicon technology hav

ing the following values of process parameters (refer to Fig. 6.11) were obtained from the

model generator CAPMOD.

n = 3 (6.12)

d\ = 1.3/im,rf2 = 1.4/im,d3 = 1.8/im, (6.13)

erl = £r2 = €r3 = 3.9 (6.14)

ert = 1.0 (6.15)

*i = 0.6/xm, t2 = 0.8/xm (6.16)

As evident from the process parameters, there is an oxide-air interface above the

second level of interconnect. t\ and ^ refer to the thicknesses of MET1 and MET2 in the

example technology. The analytical models have been obtained for widths of lines in the

range of 1 to 10 \im, and separation between adjacent lines in the range of 1 to 5 fim.

(beyond this separation, the coupling capacitance falls below 10% of the capacitance to

ground of each line which is the threshold used in this example). The capacitances for

2D configurations are in fF/nm, and for the 3D configuration (crossover) are in fF. The

dimensions of design parameters are in pm.
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The design-parameter-based analytical models presented in this section have been

obtained from CAPMOD with a maximum error margin of about 10% with respect to data

obtained from numerical simulations, although for some configurations the actual errors are

much less. It is to be kept in mind that because of the inherent process variations associated

with the interconnects, it may not make sense to obtain super-accurate models. However,

the accuracy of the models can be controlled by controlling the error tolerance used inside

the program.

For many of the configurations besides providing the analytical models, results of

numerical simulation will be plotted to provide a better insight into the nature of variation

of capacitances with the design parameters, which have already been explained in Section

6.4.

For the various parallel-line configurations it may so happen that when the coupling

between two lines is weak, then the correction capacitance associated with each line is only

a small fraction of capacitance to ground of the line if it was isolated. Thus, it is much

more reasonable to estimate the error in the correction capacitance as a percentage of the

capacitance to ground of the single line. This error criterion has been used for the correction

capacitances.

In many of the models, a notation [f(x)]x<Xt will be used to denote that the

variation in f(x) is significant only for x < Xt/im. Hence f(x) can be treated as a constant

equal to its value at x = xtrim for a; >= xtfim.

6.6.1 Models for Single Line

For the bottom layer, the models generated for bottom and top layers are given

below. Bottom layer of metal:

Co = 0.081 +0.027 k;

Top layer of metal:

Co = 0.062 + 0.013 w

The fringe component which is reflected in the constants of the two expressions contributes

a relatively larger fraction of capacitance for the top layer due to larger metal thickness

of the top layer and the larger distance from the ground plane. These expressions should

not be compared with any model which is only valid for uniform dielectric. For technology
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under consideration the dielectric interface has a significant influence over self and coupling

capacitances of the second metal.

6.6.2 Models for Crossover

The expressions obtained for the coupling and the correction capacitances are:

C12 = 0.16 + 0.093 wi + 0.071 w2 + 0.048 wxw2

Clc = 0.126 +0.064 w2

C2c = 0.162 + 0.067 wi + 0.018 wx w2

The parallel-plate approximation underestimates the capacitance by a factor of

about 7 for wx = w2 = 1/zra, and by a factor of about 1.2 for w\ = w2 = lQjim. Results of

numerical simulation have been plotted in Fig. 6.14 and Fig. 6.15. For given widths of lines,

the correction capacitance of bottom line (Cu) is found to be less than that of the top line

(C2c) (as expected since the bottom line comes between the top line and the ground plane).

Both correction capacitances are found to be less than the coupling capacitance.

C(fF)
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Figure 6.14: Variation of coupling and correction capacitances with width wx in a crossover

(w2 = lfim)
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Figure 6.15: Variation of coupling and correction capacitances with width w2 in a crossover

(wx = l/i77l)

6.6.3 Models for Parallel Lines on the Same Layer

The models obtained for the per-unit-length coupling and correction capacitances

of parallel lines on the bottom layer are:

Cl2 = -0.0048 + 0.106/3 - 0.032/32 - [0.023/(3 + ttfii1<s - [0.023/(3 + w2)]W3<s

Cic = -0.011 + 0.187/(s + 2.7) - [0.052/(3 + 2.7 + ^2)]tW2<5

C2c = -0.011 + 0.187/(s + 2.7) -[0.052/(3+ 2.7 + wx)]Wl<5

A second degree polynomial in (l/s) has been obtained for the model of coupling

capacitance, but only a first degree polynomial in (1/(3 + 2.7)) was sufficient for the correc

tion capacitances, since the errors in the correction capacitances have relatively less effect

on the overall error in the total capacitance to ground. The models for parallel lines on the

top layer are similar.

6.6.4 Models for Parallel Lines on Different Layers

For the nonoverlapping configuration (a), the following expressions were obtained.

C12 = -0.01+ 0.18/(s +0.9)-0.074/(3+0.9)2-[0.037/(s +0.9+ t«i)]Wl<6
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Figure 6.16: Variation of coupling and correction capacitances with the separation s for

parallel lines on bottom layer (wx = w2 = Ipm)
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Figure 6.17: Variation ofcoupling and correction capacitances with thewidth w2 for parallel
lines on bottom layer (s = wx = lfim)

-[0.02/(3 +0.9 + w2)]W2<3

Clc = 0.007+ 0.262/(3+ 5.5)-[0.08/(3 +5.5+ w2)]W2<3
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C2c = -0.023 +0.327/(s +2.3) - 0.317/(s +2.3)2 - [0.079/(s +2.3 +wx)]Wi <6

Besides the absence of the singularity at s = 0 for the coupling capacitance, a difference

between these models and those for parallel lines on the same layer is that these models

are not symmetric with respect to the two lines (i.e. they will not remain the same when

subscripts 1 and 2 are interchanged), due to the inherent asymmetry of the configuration.

For overlapping configuration (b), the following expressions were obtained.

C12 = 0.094 +0.046p-[0.041/(e/ + 1.2)]ei<6-[0.040/(er + 1.2)]er<3

Clc = 0.072 - [0.043/(p + 1.4)]p<3 + [0.038/(e, + 1.8)]e(<6 - [0.096/(er + 1.8)]er<3

C2c = 0.051 +0.013p-[0.088/(e/+1.6)]e|<6 + [0.032/(6r + 1.6)]Cr<3

Results of numerical simulation showing the variation of coupling and correction

capacitances with p and e\ have been plotted in Fig. 6.18 and Fig. 6.19. The variations with

er are similar to that with e/, the only difference being that for small er, C2c decreases, and

C\c increases with er.

0.6 -

0.4 •

0.2

p (micron)

Figure 6.18: Variation of coupling and correction capacitances with p for parallel lines in

configuration (b) (e/ = eT —l//m)

The models for configurations (c) and (d) are similar, but with only different values

of coefficients. It took a substantial amount of CPU time to generate the analytical models
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Figure 6.19: Variation of coupling and correction capacitances with e\ for parallel lines in

configuration (b) (p —2fim,er = Qp.m)

(about 40,000 sec on VAX8650). However, it has to be done only once for each technology.

6.7 Summary

In this chapter, a tool for automatically generating analytical models of inter

connect capacitances was presented. It uses a partial knowledge of the flux components

associated with a configuration to choose a suitable form of analytical expression, and then

uses curve-fitting techniques to obtain analytical models. For each coupled configuration,

the form for the coupling capacitance is chosen basedon a decomposition of the mutual flux

associatedwith the two lines. The form for the correction capacitance of each line is decided

based on a decomposition of its flux intercepted by the otherline. A design-parameter-based

modeling is pursued, since often it is desired to perform large number of evaluations of a

capacitance in a layout, with a fixed set of process parameters, but for varying values of
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design parameters. Generation of analytical models for a process with two levels of metals

was illustrated.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Directions

7.1 Conclusions

The traditional approach towards layout design of analog circuits involves ex

pensive layout-extraction-simulation iterations and is often very inefficient. This thesis

proposed a novel performance-constrained approach towards automatic layout design, in

which constraints are derived automatically from performance constraints and then used to

drive the layout tools. Hence, in this approach the need for expensive layout iterations is

reduced. All the previous approaches towards automatic layout design of analog and mixed

analog/digital circuits did not cope directly with the performance constraints associated

with the circuits.

A novel flexibility-based algorithm for generating bounding constraints on para

sitics from the specified performance constraints, was presented in Chapter 4. The problem

of distributing the parasitic constraints for maximizing the flexibility of the layout tools is

formulated as a quadratic programming problem, with quadratic cost function and linear

performance constraints. Linear approximations using sensitivities are used to model the

performance constraints, since the goal is to keep performance degradation small around

the nominal values. For the test examples illustrated in this chapter, it was noted that these

approximations are acceptable. Moreover, since standard circuit simulators have sensitivity

computation capabilities, this approach is also efficient from an implementation point of

view. Matching constraints on parasitics are derived from the matched-mode-pair infor

mation of the circuit. Worst-case expressions for sensitivities were derived taking process

variations and mismatch (between matched parasitics) intoaccount. These expressions were
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used to model the performance constraints, and the importance of this worst-case modeling

was illustrated for matched parasitics. An elimination procedure was presented for selecting

the critical parasitics based on sensitivities and performance constraints. It was noted that

a large fraction of parasitics can be eliminated at this stage. As a result, bounding con

straints can be imposed on a relatively small set of critical parasitics without unnecessarily

overloading the constraint-driven layout tools.

Work on constraint-driven layout design was presented in Chapter 5. Constraint-

driven channel routing was described in detail and an overview of constraint-driven area

routing and placement was provided. Algorithms were presented for mapping the constraints

on a set of critical coupling capacitances into constraints in the Vertical-Constraint(VC)

graph of a channel. These algorithms involve directing undirected edges, adding directed

edges and increasing the weights of edges in the VC graph, in order to meet crossover con

straints between orthogonal segments and adjacency constraints between parallel segments,

while attempting to cause minimum increase in the channel height. Use is made of shield

nets when necessary. A technique to achieve almost-perfect mirror symmetry in the chan

nel was presented for pairs of nets with overlapping spans. For the test examples a certain

increase in channel area was observed due to the imposition of the parasitic constraints.

However, since area of an analog circuit is usually dominated by the devices, the increase in

routing area has relatively less impact on total area. Moreover, in analog circuits area can

be traded off when it ensures satisfaction of performance constraints of the circuit. It was

also observed that performance constraints are met even if some of the parasitic constraints

are not met. This is because other parasitics affecting the performance functions may meet

their respective constraints by large margins.

Fast evaluation of interconnect parasitics is essential for constraint-driven layout

design and also for final extraction after layout design. Unfortunately parallel-plate approxi

mation causes gross error in estimation of line-to-line and line-to-line coupling capacitances.

The analytical models suggested previously for capacitances are usually for single lines and

moreover make assumptions about the process. In Chapter 6, a tool for generating ana

lytical models of interconnect capacitances automatically was presented. It uses a partial

knowledge of the flux components associated with a configuration to choose a suitable form

of analytical expression, and then uses curve-fitting techniques to obtain the analytical mod

els. The configurations which can be handled currently by this framework are (a) single-line

(b) crossing lines (c) parallel lines on the same layer and (d) parallel lines in different layers
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(both overlapping and nonoverlapping). For each coupled configuration, the form for the

coupling capacitance is chosen based on a decomposition of the mutual flux associated with

the two lines. The form for the correction capacitance of each line is decided based on a

decomposition of its flux intercepted by the other line. A design-parameter-based modeling

is pursued, since often it is desired to perform a large number of evaluations of parasitic

capacitances in a layout, with a fixed set of process parameters, but for varying values of

design parameters. Although it takes a significant amount of CPU time to generate the

analytical models, it has to be done only once for each technology.

Many of the CAD tools mentioned can be useful in aiding designers, even when

the layout is designed manually. For example, the parasitic constraint generator can be

used by designers to identify critical parasitics, and obtain their associated sensitivities

as well as the bounds which the parasitics have to satisfy in manual layout design. The

analytical-model generator for interconnect capacitances can be used by the designers to

obtain expressions which can guide them in the layout design.

7.2 Future Directions

Currently, the constraints which can be generated for automatic layout design (by

the constraint generator PARCAR) are those associated with analog circuits in an analog

or a mixed A/D system. In recent years there has been active research in performance-

driven placement and routing for digital circuits considering the delays associated with

the interconnects. However, it would be worthwhile to consider also the crosstalk between

interconnects during layout design of digital circuits. For a technology with very small

value of minimum feature size, crosstalk can even change the logic state of a net due to the

switching of an adjacent net. Hence developing constraint-generation capability in PARCAR

for coupling capacitances in digital circuits will be a useful effort. The constraint-driven

routers already developed can then be used for routing.

Another useful contribution in automated layout design will be considering of

high-frequency phenomena such as the transmission-line effect for high-speed digital and

microwave integrated circuits. Many high-frequency phenomena are of concern even at

moderately high speeds of operation for PC Boards and Multichip Modules, due to the

larger physical dimensions encountered. There has been considerable amount of research in

recent years for efficient simulation of these high-frequency phenomena. However, dealing
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with them in automated layout design remains a wide-open research area to be explored.

Considerable amount of work can be continued on interconnect modeling. Devel

oping an inductance-model generator similar to the analytical-model generator CAPMOD

should be the next step in this direction. The capacitance and inductance models can be

used in constraint-driven layout design and for fast and accurate parasitic extraction.

Another interesting problems is developing sensitivity analysis algorithms for high-

level and mixed-mode simulations, and using them for performance-constrained layout de

sign. Currently, the parasitic-constraint generator PARCAR is interfaced to SPICE3 and

SWAP (a switch-capacitor simulator) with sensitivity-analysis capabilities). It would be a

worthwhile effort to interface high-level and mixed-mode simulators with sensitivity anal

ysis capabilities to the constraint generator PARCAR, thus extending the applicability of

the performance-constrained approach to mixed analog/digital circuits.
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Appendix A

User's Manual of PARCAR

NAME

PARCAR - a parasitic constraint generator for analog circuits.

SYNTAX

parcar [-m maxminJile] [-s sens-file] [-p perfJile] [-c layoutJile] [-1 capJibraryJile]

[-o out_file]

DESCRIPTION

PARCAR is a parasitic constraint generator for automatic layout design of analog

circuits. The program has two modes of operation (a) a normal mode and (b) a special

mode. By default the program operates in the normal mode. If "-c" option is used, it

operates in the special mode (also called the channel-routing mode). The special mode

has been developed for interfacing PARCAR to a constraint-driven channel router ART. In

both the modes the program requires a performance file which contains the performance

constraints of the circuit. By default the name of this file is "perfJile" and it can be

changed using the "-p" option. If a "-s" is not used the program computes the sensitivities

of performance functions calling the SPICE3 simulator before generating the constraints.

If a "-s" option is used then the program reads the sensitivity file (by default is "sens-file"

but can be another file whose name is used after "-s"). The sensitivity file contains the

sensitivities of all the performance functions with respect to the parasitics. The "-s" option

is used to give flexibility of obtaining the sensitivities using some other simulator and then

running PARCAR to obtain the constraints.
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In the normal mode the programrequires a "maxmin_file" consisting of estimates

of maximum and minimum values of parasitics. In this mode, the program needs the "lay

out-file" which has dimensions of the unrouted channels. In the special mode the program

also requires a capacitance library file (default name "cap-libraryJile"). This file contains

the coefficients used for calculating the coupling capacitances and can be automatically

generated by the model generator CAPMOD. By default the program's output is standard

output. It can be directed to any output file using "-o" option.

Expected syntax for the various files of PARCAR is now discussed. In this de

scription integer refers to the value in integer format, float refers to the value in floating

point format and string refers to a name in string format. The perfJile should have the

following syntax.

"mini-performance (integer), simulator (string)" - number of performance functions and the

SPICE3 simulator name (full path);

"number of nodes (integer) out_nodel (integer) out_node2 (integer)" number of nodes in

the circuit, name of first output node, name of second output node in the circuit. This

should be followed by correct number of lines giving the names of nodes in the circuit,

"number of matched pairs (integer)" - number of matched pairs of nodes in the circuit

followed by correct number of lines providing the names of nodes to be matched

"maximum process variation in percent (float)" - maximum process variation in a routing

parasitic expressed as percent.

"maximum mismatch in percent(float)" - maximum mismatch between (nominally) matched

parasitics in percent.

"performance type num_constraints and sim_file:(string) (integer) (integer) (string)" - name

of the performance function, the type is always 0 (this option is there to classify different

types of performance functions in future implementations), num-constraints can be 1 or 2

depending on whether the performance has constraint in only one direction or both the

directions, simJile is the name of the spice input deck to be used for simulating the per

formance. Different performance functions can have different spice input decks. This line

should be followed by correct number of line(s) describing the constraint(s) in the following

format.

"maximum positive(negative) change (float)": the maximum change allowed in the posi-

tive(negative)direction from the nominal value of the performance function,

"performance end (integer)"- to denote the end of performance description followed by an
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integer equal to number of performance functions.

The syntax for the sensitivity file is as follows:

"number of nonzero (string) sensitivities = (integer)"

where (string) is the name of the performance function and (integer) is the number of par

asitic capacitances whose sensitivities are provided. This line should be followed by the

correct number of lines giving the pairs of nodes between which the capacitance is consid

ered and the associated sensitivity. This format should be repeated for each performance

of interest.

The syntax for the maxmin file is:

"number of nets (integer)": number of nets in the layout (should be equal to the number

of nodes in the circuit)

"default max-self-cap min_self_cap max-coup-cap min_coup_cap (float) (float) (float) (float)":

gives the default values of maximum self capacitance, minimum self capacitance, maximum

coupling capacitance and minimum coupling capacitance respectively.

"number of net pairs (integer)": the number of net pairs for which conservative estimates

of maximum and minimum capacitances are provided. This line should be followed by the

correct number of lines, each line providing net names of a pair, the maximum and the

minimum capacitance estimate.

COMPILATION

For compilation, type "make" in first in each subdirectory of Constraint except

Constraint/main. Then type "make" in Constraint/main.

EXAMPLES

See " choudhur/parcar/filter" and " choudhur/parcar/opamp" directories for ex

amples.
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Appendix B

User's Manual of ART

NAME

ART - a channel router for analog and mixed analog/digital circuits.

SYNTAX

art [option] [input-file]

DESCRIPTION

ART is a gridless channel router which can be driven by bounding constraints on

coupling capacitances and matching constraints for matched pairs of nets.

The routed channel is stored in input-routed:SYMBOLIC (using oct data base)

where "input" refers to the name of the input file. The routed channel can then be viewed

using VEM. Presence of a capacitance library file with the name "cap_library_file" in the

current directory is assumed. This file contains the coefficients used for calculating the

coupling capacitances which can be automatically generated by the model generator CAP-

MOD.

Expected syntax for the input file of ART is shown below. In this description

(integer), (float) and (string) refer to entries in integer, floating point and string formats

respectively.

"number-oLnets (integer)" - Number of nets in the channel,

"channelJeft (float)" - x coordinate of left edge of channel,

"channel-right (float)" - x coordinate of right edge of channel
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"number of top segments (integer)" - Number of top edges of channel (for irregular top

boundary) immediately followed by thecorrect number ofleft,right positions and the heights

(with respect to any arbitrary reference) of the top edges in the following format:

"xJeft x_right y-height (float) (float) (float)" - top edge coordinates.

"number of bottom segments (integer)" - Number of bottom edges of channel (for irregular

bottom boundary) immediately followed by the correct number of left,right positions and

the heights (with respect to the reference used for specifying top edges) of the bottom edges

in the following format:

"xJeft x-right y_height (float) (float) (float)" - bottom edge coordinates.

"number_of_pins (integer)" - Number of pins on top and bottom of channel. Immediately

after this line there should be the correct number of lines describing the net and coordinates

of each pin in the following format:

"net-name x-pos y-pos (string) (float) (float)" - pin information.

"left-list (integer)" - Gives number of nets crossing left end of channel. This line should be

immediately followed by:

"net-name net_name ... (string) (string) ..." - Any number of net names per line until the

all the nets crossing the left edge have been specified.

"right-list (integer)" - Gives number of nets crossing right end of channel. This line should

be immediately followed by:

"net-name net-name ... (string) (string) ..." - Any number of net names per line until the

all the nets crossing the right edge have been specified.

"net-width (float)" - Subsequently declared nets have this width. Value applies until next

net.width statement.

"net_width net-name (float)" Sets width of given net only (creates new net if net-name not

already declared).

"netjseparation (float)" - Sets minimum separation between wires.
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"contactjoverhang (float)" - Overhang beyond the wire.

"contact-cut_size (float)" - Minimum cut size for contact.

"layout-resolution (float)" - Sets layout resolution. Layout in output is described in inte-

gers(oct units), where the unit value (in input file) = 1/layout.resolution oct units.

"critical-pairs (integer)" - Gives number of critical pairs in channel. This line should be

immediately followed by correct number oflines giving information about each critical pair,
in the following format:

"net-name net_name cbound dJnf (string) (string) (float) (float)" - Names of nets having

coupling constraint, followed by maximum allowed coupling capacitance (cbound) in fF
and the influence distance (dJnf) beyond which coupling is ignored.

"matched-pairs (integer)" - Gives number of matched pairs in channel. This line should

be immediately followed by correct number of lines describing the matched pairs in the
following format:

"net_name net-name (string) (string)" - Pair of signal wires to be matched.

"shielding-net (string)" - Specifies that this net is suitable for use-as a shield. This line may
be repeated.

blank line - Ignored.

line beginning with "!" - Comment line: ignored.

"read filename (string)" - Read text from specified file.

OPTIONS

The options which can be used are as follows:

-w net-width - set default net width

-s net-separation - set default net separation

-r layout-resolution - set layout resolution

-o - Write result into OCT data base

-v - verbose (prints out messages

while executing the program)
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COMPILATION

For compilation, type "make" in first in each subdirectory of art/code except
art/code/main. Then type "make" in art/code/main.

EXAMPLES

See " choudhur/art/examples" directory for examples. In theEgl subdirectory egl
is the input file, in Eg2 directory eg2, andsoon. Each subdirectory hasa "capJibraryJile".
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Appendix C

User's Manual of CAPMOD

NAME

CAPMOD - an analytical model generator for interconnect capacitances

SYNTAX

capmod [-r] [-o outJile] tech-file

DESCRIPTION

CAPMOD generates analytical models for self and coupling capacitances associ

ated with interconnects. It requires a "techJile" which contains the information about the

technology. The technology is assumed to have two levels of interconnects. The first level

is called METAL1 and the seconf level called METAL2. The analytical expressions of the

capacitance models are stored by default in the file capmod.out in ASCII format. How

ever, they can be stored in any other file using the "-o" option followed by the output file

name. If "-r" option is used the program creates files containing "c" subroutines describing

the models. These files can then be directly used in the capacitance extraction programs.

The files which formed are: capmodSELF.c (self capacitance routines), capmodCROSS.c

(crossover capacitance routines), capmodPAR.c (routines for parallel lines on same layer),

capmodPAR12_iionoverlap.c (routines for nonoverlapping parallel lines in different layers),
capmodPAR12_overlap.c (routines for overlapping parallel lines in different layers).

All the capacitances are assumed to be in fF, and the parameters used in the

analytical models are assumed to be in micron.
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The tech-file should be of the following syntax:

"metl-thick (float)": thickness of METAL1.

"met2.thick (float)": thickness of METAL2.

"metl-min-width (float)": minimum width of METAL1.

"metl-max_width (float)": maximum width of METAL1.

"met2_min-width (float)": minimum width of METAL2.

"met2_max-width (float)": maximum width of METAL2.

"min-metl-sep (float)": minimum separation between two adjacent METAL1 lines.

"min_met2_sep (float)": minimum separation between two adjacent METAL2 lines.

"max_metl_sep (float)": maximum separation between two adjacent METAL1 lines.

"max_met2_sep (float)": maximum separation between two adjacent METAL2 lines.

"metlJayout-resolution (float)": layout resolution for METAL1 layer

"met2Jayout_resolution (float)": layout resolution for METAL2 layer

"oxthick_below_metl (float)": oxide thickness below METAL1.

"oxthick_between_metlmet2 (float)": oxide thickness between METAL1 and METAL2.

"oxthick_above_met2 (float)": oxide thickness above METAL2.

"topJayer_er (float)": relative permittivity of the top layer above oxide,

"relative mesh size (float)": controls the value of the minimum mesh size (should be between

0 and 1 and preferably less than 0.25; smaller its value more is the accuracy, but larger is

the CPU time).

"relative mesh ratio (float)": controls the value of the expansion ratio used between con

secutive meshes (should be greater than but close to 1, preferably less than 1.5; smaller its

value more is the accuracy, but larger is the CPU time).

"self-cap": line which indicates that models for self capacitance should be generated,

"cross.cap": line which indicates that models for crossover capacitance should be generated,

"parallel-cap": line which indicates that models for capacitances of parallel lines on same

layer should be generated.

"parallel2_cap": line which indicates that models for capacitances of parallel lines on dif

ferent layers should be generated.

COMPILATION

For compilation, type "make" in the main directory.



EXAMPLES

Example technology file "techJile" is in " choudhur/capmod" directory.
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